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V I  
ABSTRACT 
Thi tud) e. amine the effect of cono ion exposure on the flexural re ponse 
of reinforced concrete (Re) b am tr ngth ned with a powder-actuated fa tened 
( P  AF)  compo ite system. Twenty-one RC beam were con tructed and tested to 
fai lure under four-point bending. The corroded beams \ ere subjected to ""0, 60, 
and 100 day of accelerat d corro ion that corre ponded to mea ured tens i l e  teel 
rna losse of 6, 11, and 1 8%, respectively. Other test parameter inc luded width 
of the fiber reinforced polymer (FRP )  compo ite strip. fastener length, and 
number of [a teners row . 
For the uncon-oded beams. the PAF-FRP system resulted in up to 24% 
increase in beam flexural capacity and 20% average reduction in th beam 
ducti l ity index. The strengthening effectiveness reduced with increased level of  
Con-OSlon. e\·eIiheless. the flexural capacity of the strengthened beams at a l l  
le\'els of corro ion damage was e ither h igher or almost same as that of the control 
beam. Increa ing the fastener l ength increased the gain in flexural capacity of the 
unconoded beam but had no noticeable effect on the flexural strength gain of the 
corroded beams. Doubl ing the width of the FRP strip or number of fastener rows 
had insignificant effect on the flexura l strength gain. 
An analytical model that can predict the flexural capaci ty of corroded RC 
beams strengthened \: ith PAF-FRP ystem has been introduced. The model 
accounts for the non- l inear behav ior of material  and strain incompat ib i l i ty 
VII 
between the PAF-FRP strip and concrete. Th val idity of th analytical model has 
been demon trated by comparing it prediction with the experimental re ults. 
Keywo rd : concrete, corrosion. composite. De 'ura l ,  powder-actuated fastener , 
trengthening, FRP 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 In t rod uct ion  
The u e o f  compo i te  in trengthen ing and retro fitt ing o f  rein forced 
concrete (RC) structural components deficient in Gexural strength has gained a 
\\ ide acceptance by the tructural engineering community . The most popular 
compo ite system i th xternal ly-bonded fiber reinforced polymer (EB-FRP )  in 
which a FRP strip or sheet i bonded to the tension face of  the flexural element 
u ing a tructural adhe ive. A lthough the system is ef fect ive in increasing the 
fie 'ura l  capacity, it is o ften vulnerable to fai l prematurely in a britt le  manner due 
to delamination of the bonded FRP tlm reducing the beam duct i l ity (Bank 2006; 
ACI 440.2R _008; Balaguru 2009). Accordingly. several anchorage devices have 
been developed to be used in combination with the EB-FRP ystem to avoid 
premature detachment/delamination of the bonded FRP and improve the 
performance of retrofi tted RC beam (EI Maaddawy and Soudki 2008; Galal and 
Mofldi 2009: Wu et a1. 2011: Kal fat et a1. 2013). 
Moreover. popular and current methods of RC beam strengthening 
( through adhesive bonding of thin composite laminates to the beam surface ) are 
time-consuming. since they take days per appl ication to sandblast, c lean and 
prepare the concrete surface to make it suitable for bonding the strip (Lamanna et 
a1. 2001: Bank et a l .  2002). As an al ternat ive, a powder-actuated fastening ( PAF) 
system may be used to attach composite strip to concrete and meet requirements 
for rap id trengthening espec ia l ly in t ime crit ical situations as it e l iminates the 
need [or oner te preparation and clamping the trip while the epoxy cur s 
( ambhir 2009). The Po\\ der-actuated (P AF) are u ed for the rapid 
trengthening of concrete beam with fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composite 
material (Lamanna et a! . 200 1 ) . 
1 . 2 Retrofit t i ng by EB- F R P  co m posi te  systems 
e\ eral type of  FRP strengthening system are a ai lab le :  wet l ay-up 
y tem : y tem based on prefabricated elements; and, special s stems such as : 
automated wrapping, prestre ing. etc . .  though each of these ho\ ever corresponds 
to several manufacturers ' speci fication , d ifferent configurations, types of ii bers, 
adhe iYes and the l ike (F IB  200 1 ). The use of FRP for extemaUy bonded 
reinforcement ( EB-FRP) to rehab i l itate and strengthen ex ist ing structures and 
materials of reinforced concrete eRC) element such as b ams and slabs is 
becoming a widely accepted practice ( F IB 200 1 ) . 
1 .2.1 A p p l icat ions  
The common method of strengthening deficient RC members is  by 
adhesively bonding of  thin prefabricated sheets or strips of  compo ite laminates 
known otherwise as FRP heets/strips as shown in F igure 1 . 1, to the surfaces of 
RC beams or slabs to increase their capacity (Lamanna et  a ! .  200 1 � Gambhir 
2009) .  
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The commonl} avai lable compo ite materia l  for trengthening RC 
tructure are mainly in the form o f: 
a)  thin unidirectional trip (with thickne s in the order of 1 mm) made by 
pu ltru ion; and 
b) flexible heets or fabrics that are made of fibers III one or at least two 
di fferent directions that are sometime pre-impregnated with resin ( F IB  
2001 ) .  
F Ie, ural trengthening of RC s labs, beams, \ ai ls  and columns is achieved 
by bonding FRP strips to the tension face or a portion of a flexural member (Bank 
2006) .  Hov-.-e\'er, the performance of the e strips depends on several variables 
such as: the bondin g  strength of the adhesives used; the state of stress at the 
interface of the concrete and the F RP trip ; the fai l ure modes of the concrete; 
methods of  curing and the material preparations needed (Gambhir 2009) .  These 
and among a host of other con iderat ions form the bases for design and safety 
concepts (F IB  2001) . 
The basic  F RP strengthening techn ique. \vhich is  mo t widely appl ied, 
involves the manual appl ication of wet l ay-up systems as shown in F igure 1 . 1  ( a) .  
The appl icat ion involves the foilO\ving steps : 
1) preparation of  concrete substrate with "Putty-F i l ler" resins· 
2) appl ication of  "Primer" res ins on concrete substrate; 
3) appl icat ion of  "Saturating" resins: 
4 )  app l ication of fabric sheet: 
3 
5) appl ication of another la er of "Saturat ing" re ins; 
6 )  appl icat ion of "Protective Coating " resin . 
For bonding rigid FRP strips as shown in F igure 1 . 1  (b )  the instal lation of 
precured F RP y terns is general ly simi lar to that of single-ply wet lay-up. 
urface preparation of the concrete ub trate sha l l  provide an open roughened 
texture. 
a) wet l ay-up ystem b) precured FRP system 
F igure 1 . 1 :  The manual app l ication EB-FRP systems (FHWA) 
1.2.2 Fai lure modes 
The debonding of an external ly bonded FRP sheet! trip can be predicted 
by cons idering the different bond fai lure modes which can occur under any of the 
fol lowing occurrences :  bond-criti cal fai lure modes (end debonding, intermediate 
crack debond ing)� cohesive and adhesive strengths of the concrete; u lt imate 
strength for end debonding ( concrete rip-off); ult imate strength for intermediate 
rip-off; and. i nterfacial stresses for the serviceabi l i ty l im it state ( F IB  2006) as 
shown in  Figure 1 .2 .  Fai lure in case of RC beams may take p lace through: 
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1 .  on crete cru hing before yield ing of the reinforcing steel: 
2 .  leel _ ie lding fol lowed by F RP  rapture; 
3, teel } i�1ding fol lowed by concrete cru hing; 
4. CO\ l '  delaminat ion; and; 
S. FRP debonding 
Debondlng �( r. I J 
Concrete co,'er separalJon 
d l��� (�I (�[ �l )�\ Debondlng 
Plate end interfacial debondlllg 
Figure l .2 :  Typical fai lure modes assoc iated v-.rith EB-FRP (J .G .  Teng and J .F .  
Chen 2007) 
1 .3 A n c h o rage Systems fo r F R P  
A mechanical  anchorag i s  being uti l ized whenever possible .  t o  offset 
bonding problem associated \ ith inadequate de elopment of  chem ical or 
adhesive bond between a RC member (e .g" s lab or beam) and an FRP lam inate. 
or problems associated v ith the soundness and tensi le strength of the concrete 
ubstrate. 
However, anchorage systems are typical ly fabricated from metals, which 
are susceptible to corrosion. Hence, the use of steel anchorage system may not be 
a durable option (Grel le and Sneed 201 3 ) . It is worth not ing that many of  the FRP 
strengthening systems avai lable cou ld  be designed and manufactured without the 
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need for anchorage y tem in case ufficient space exist for the FRP de ign 
strength to be developed along an "active bond length. , 0 er which. the majority 
or th bond tre i maintained (Grel le and need 20 1 3 ) .  
The p r[om1ance of anchorage I S  critical i n  the design of FRP 
trcngthening ) stems becau e the improved strength due to the anchorage sti l l  
ma) not be high enough to offer the fu l l  ten i le  strength of  FRP, and, fai l ure 
mode are most o ften anchorage fai lure (Grel le  and Sneed 20 1 3 ) . Under fatigue 
loading for in tance, debonding problems may become significant or persistent 
unt i l  adequate bond anchorage is prov ided ( Buyukozturk et a1 .  2004 ) .  According 
to Gre l le  and Sneed (20 1 3 ) ,  the purpo e of anchorage systems is to al l ow the FRP 
trengthening system to reach h igher design strength by accompl ishing one or 
more of the fol l owing: 
1 .  preventing or delaying a premature debonding fai lure by re isting 
tensi le  normal forces; 
2. reducing the in-p lane development length requ ired to achieve a 
speci fied design by transferring load from the F RP to anchorage via 
shear; or. 
3 .  transferring the force i n  the FRP lam inate to another structural 
component \ here no development length is avai lable (Grel le and 
Sneed 20 1 3 ). 
Research on systems to mechanical ly anchor EB- F RP strengthening 
systems has included anchor p ikes, tran verse wrapping, U -Anchors, 
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longitudinal cha e , FRP trip . plate anchor , bolted angle . cyl indrical hol low 
ection . duct i le  anchorage ystems, and other miscel laneou y terns as shown in 
Figure 1 . 3 .  ach o f  the e anchorage ystems has unique geometrical constraints, 
in tal lat ion l imitation . and force ( tress) transfer characteristi c . 
11 <; pl." 
dl.UIl tel 
a )  
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F igure 1 .3 :  D i fferent anchorage dev ices and systems; a) FRP Anchor Spikes (Sergio I 
and Geoffrey N.  20 l 3 ) ; b )  P late Anchorage; c )  U-Anchor d )  bolted angle system (Grel l  
and Sneed 20 l 3 ) . 
1.4 Retrofitt ing  by using  M F-FRP systems 
The primary ways to make connections in F RP materials are to adhesively 
bond the p ieces or to mechanical ly fasten them. Whi le  adhesively bonded joints 
min imize stress concentrations. the adhesives used can be severely weakened by 
environmental effects. Adhesively bonded joints a lso require sign ificant surface 
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pr parat ion and their integrit is d ifficult to verify b inspection. Mechan ical l 
fa tened joint do not require urface preparation and are relati e l  ea y to 
in p ct. Mechanical l  - fastened FRP stem has emerged as a promising 
altemative o lution for rapid trength ning of RC structures ( Lamanna et. a1. 
2001 , Lamanna et a1 . 2004). The technique is suitable for emergency repairs 
v� here con tructabi l ity and speed of in tal lation are critical requirement . I n  
fact, unl ike EB-FRP, the MF-FRP system requires convent ional hand-tools and 
,,,orkman hip, which enables the immediate use of the strengthened structure. I n  
thi system a composite trip i s  attached and anchored to  the concrete surface 
u ing powder-actuated fasteners ( PAF),  threaded screws, or expansion bolts 
without bonding as shown in Figure 1 .4 .  
F igure 1 .4 :  Appl ication of MF-FRP system (SAFSTRIPI& 2008 )  
1.4. 1 Failure modes 
The behav ior of M F-FRP connections is related to any of the component 
constitut ing the connection, which are the concrete substrate, the fastener and the 
FRP material . As a result, fai lure modes can invol e the concrete ( crush ing), the 
( rotation/pu l lout or rupture), or the FRP ( de lam ination or rupture) .  
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There arc typical ly five fai l ure mode for mechan ically fa tened 
connection . The fir t fa i lure mode i a net-ten ion fai lure, which is charactelized 
b) a fra ture aero the net ection. perpendicular to the direct ion of loading. The 
ccond fai lurc mode i c leavage fai lure, which is characterized by a crack paral le l  
to the appl ied load that tali at the edg of the composite and propagates toward 
the bolthole, leading to thc init iation of  other crack across the net section due to 
the formation of in plane stres es. C leavage fai lure is also cal led block shear. The 
th ird fai lure mode is bearing fai lure which is characterized by crushin g of the 
materia l  around the bolt contact area. Fol lowing bearing fai lure, a fourth fai lure 
mode cal led shear out fai l ure is often observed. The pryout or spa l l ing of  the 
concrete depends on the local composit ion of the concrete surface around the 
fastener. Once pryout fai lure develops, the fastener rotates and the FRP 
laminate pul l s  it out of the concrete. Several factors promote the in it iation 
of the concrete fai lure, such as a fastener h itting a hard aggregate during 
instal l ation, low concrete strength, cracked concrete ubstrate conditions, 
short edge distance that may cause spal l in g, and poor fastener embedment 
depth (Lamanna 200 1 ) . The five fai lure modes of  mechanical ly fastened 
connections in FRP are shown in F igure 1 . 5 .  
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F igur 1 . 5 :  Typical fai lure modes a oc iated with MF-FRP ( Tardone F .  t .  al 
20 1 1  ) 
Thorough in\'e tigat ion are needed to examme the durabi l ity of  the 
mechanical l ,  - fa ten d composite system under corros ive environment before it 
can be employed routinely a a solut ion to str ngthen reinforced concrete eRC )  
structural components .  
1 .5 O rgan izat ion  of  the work 
The present research work inve t igates, experimental ly and analyt ical ly 
the effect of corrosion exposure on flexural behav ior of concrete beams 
strengthened with the mechanica l l  -fastened fiber reinforced polymer (MF-F RP)  
system 
A l iterature rev iew on flexural strengthening of RC beams \ ith MF -FRP 
str ngthening sy terns is presented in Chapter (2) .  The research objectives and 
significance concludes the chapter. 
Chapter ( 3 )  provides detai led information on the experimental program, 
specimen dimensions, geometry, and fabricat ion. It also inc ludes information on 
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material propert ic and trengthening methodology. A ful l  de cripti n of the te t 
et-up, in trumentat ion. contro l .  and loading procedure is pre ented in the same 
chapt '1". 
Chapter (4) pre ent results of the experimental testing and ob ervations. 
The re ult include fai lure mod s .  load capacity, and ducti l i ty index. Longitudinal 
FRP strain pro fi l and load-deflection curves are presented. Discussions and 
comments reI vant to the results are inc luded. 
In  Chapter ( 5 ), an analytical model for predict ing the flexural capacity of  
cOlToded RC beams trengthened with the P AF -FRP system is introduced . A 
companson between experimental  and analytical resu lts is pre ented and 
discus ed. 
Chapter (6 )  summarizes the general conclusions of the work a long with 
recommendations for future studies and developments on performance of RC 
beam strengthened with the MF-FRP composite system. 
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CHAPTER 2 :  LITERA TUR E REVI E W  
2. 1 I n t ro d u ct ion  
Thi  chapt r include a review of  the avai lable l iterature on reinforced 
con rete beam trengthened in Dexur ith the MF-FRP composite system. 
Di iTcrent parameter which may in fluence the effect iveness and viab i l ity of  the 
y tem i pre ented and discussed. 
2.2 The PA F- F R P  System 
The u e of mechan ical fasteners instead of adhesive bonding as a method 
to attach F RP trips to concrete beams has been stud ied in  recent years (Lamanna 
et al . 200 1 .  Lamanna et a l .  2004 ) .  Mechanical fastening has advantages that 
inc lude very l i tt l e  surface preparat ion. rapid instal lation, lower costs and 
immediate u e of the trengthened structure but. the method requires spec ia l  FRP 
strip that cannot be used with conventional unidirectional carbon-epoxy FRP 
strip becau e they should have h igh bearing strength and longitudinal  st i ffness 
not ordinari ly found in compo ites intended for adhe ive bonding (Bank 2006) .  
In the PAF-FRP system. PAF are driven into the concrete substrate with 
the energy relea ed by a b lack powder charge ( Lamanna et al . 200 1 ,  E l igehausen 
et a l .  2006) .  When the fastener is instal led in the concrete, the surface of the 
fastener becomes deformed and generates frict ion with the surrounding material 
(Lamanna et a l .  200 1 ) . The fastener ach ieve bul let - l ike velocit ies at the point of 
impact with the base materia l  (El igehausen et al. 2006) .  The heat generated in this 
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proce cau e intering and create a bond between the concrete and the fa tener 
( Lamanna et a ! .  200 1 ) . 
2 .3  Previou t u d ie o n  the  M F- F RP F lex u ra l  S t rengt h e n i ng ystem 
Fa tcned-unbonded compo ite trengthening sy tern \ as fir t developed 
by Bank and hi re earch group at the Univer ity of Wi con in-Madison. U A in 
200 1 (Lamanna et. a1 .  200 1 :  Bank et a1 . 2002 ). Further studies have been 
conducted in the same area after. I n-depth review of avai lab le previous studies on 
fl xural trengthening with MF-FRP system i given below. 
L a ma n n a  et a l. ( 200 1 )  investigated the feasibi l ity of attaching pultruded 
FRP trips to concrete \ ithout bonding in the strengthening of smal l -sized 
reinforced concrete beams using a powder-actuated fastening (P AF)  system. A 
total of  1 4  beams. divided i nto two concrete design strengths were tested; nine 
beams with trength (C-2 1 )  and five beams with strength (C-42) .  The beam ' s  
eros section was 1 5 3 x 1 5 3 nun . The test specimens had a length of 1 220 mm. 
Test variables inc luded: concrete type, fastener type and length) the number of  
rows and strip width. The composites had tensi le modulus that was in the renge of  
1 3 . 8  to 27 .3  OPa; tens i le strength bel\veen 204 . 5  and 560 .7  MFa; and thickness 
between 3 .2 and 6.4 mm. Al l  beams were tested in  displacement control at a rate 
of 0 . 5  to 0 . 8  mm/min .  
For a l l  of  the n1l1e 2 1  MFa beams that uti l ized mechanical  fasteners. 
fai lure occurred in the compression zone. Large flexural and shear cracks were 
observed in the beams at the point of crushing. On the other hand, one of the five 
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42 Pu beam u tained large init ial crack caused during the fastening of the 
trip, which rc ulted in pal l ing of large chunk of concrete. Additional trials 
u ing di fferent fastener typ<.; ( mal ler in diameter) have yie lded impro ed results . 
Although all of the remaining four pecimens a l  0 u tained crack , the degree of 
damage \Va Ie evcre than th crack ing caused by large diameter fasteners. 
Comparing the 0 eral l  results bet\ e n the two beam types used, Lamanna 
et al. (200 1 )  have ob erved that the cracking was consequential to the penetrat ion 
of the fa tener a impacted by factors like the fastener type and diameter a long 
with the ize of beams, edge and spacing distances. The study concluded that 
trengthening of RC beam with composite strips using a P AF s-' stem may be a 
feasible choice, espec ial ly when ' speed" is of  a vital consideration. However, 
cracking is expected which may prevent the strengthened beam from reaching the 
increased ult imate moment that adhesively bonded strips are able to achie e. 
Therefore, a lower level of strengthening wi l l  be reached with smal ler RC beams 
of m in imum edge di tances. However, the cracking could be m in imized and a 
conesponding opt imal strengthening can be achieved with larger beams having 
larger edge distances. I t  was recommended to conduct additional invest igation 
and further studies before any design recommendations could be de e loped. 
B a n k  ( 2004 ) presented an 0 erview of the experimental and theoret ical 
research on the fastened-unbonded composite method. Based on the experimental 
investigations conducted, i t  was concluded that this method is a v iable teclmique 
to strengthen RC beams part icularly where speed of  instal lat ion and immediacy of 
use is imperative. I t  was also concluded that research is needed to determine the 
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long-t rm durabi l ity of the fa tened-unbonded compo ite method . The 
em ironmental effect need to be tudied. I ssue of galvanic COITO ion. 
degradat ion of c mpo ite , trips at the holes, and effect of shear transfer length 
need further in depth inve tigations. 
Lama n n a  et a l . ( 2004a)  xamined the app l ication of the MF-FRP 
trengthening and deteml ined the effectiveness of  the PAF system on improving 
the load calTying capacity of large concr te T -beams. A total of nine RC T -beams 
" ere te ted. The beams were 8 . 84 m long, reinforced with o. 9 reinforc ing bars 
and te ted on a span of 8 . 5 3  m .  Te t variables inc luded: reinforcing steel layouts 
(three di tlerent layout ); the number of F RP strips attached; the strip length: 
fa tener length; number of  fasteners used and termination distance. 
The concrete strength at the time of te t ing ranged from 32 to 40 M Pa. 
The nominal yield  strength of  the steel used was 4 1 4  M Pa, whereas the ul t im ate 
strength of strengthening trip ( based on tress at rapture) was determined to be at 
743 . 3  MPa.  Heat-treated PAF with high strength zinc p lated steel were used. Four 
point bending tests were performed, while the de flections of the web and of the 
flange at m id span were measured by l inear variable d ifferential transducers 
( LVDT). 
One significant finding revealed that a concrete beam strengthened by 
FRP strip system could display several di stinct fai lure characteristics or modes 
that inc lude: concrete crush ing, strip detachment and rupture. Of these, strip 
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d la hment \v a acknowl dged a the primary fai lure mode of a l l  of the beam 
trengthcned with mechanical ly attached composite strips. 
l 'hc tudy conclud d the fol lowing: 
• A igni ficant incrca c in moment capac ity can be obtained with thc use 
o f re lat i \" ly smal l amount of FRP trip . 
• trip-del am inat ion due to nd fa tener fai lure b gan at the end of the 
trip and propagated inward toward the midspan; 
• Strip delam inat ion due to gros fastener fai lure began at the m idspan and 
propagated toward the nd of the strip, whi l e  the fasteners detach of the 
concrete one after another; and 
• I t  was possible to strength n very large reinforced concrete T beams \ ith 
mechanical ly fastened composites. 
A study by L a m a n n a  et a l . ( 2004b)  was conducted with the pnmary 
purpo e of determining i f  the MF-FRP method could be used to strengthen a 
larger-scale beam while maintaining at the same t ime a gradual fai l ure mode, and 
to examine also the various parameters that affect the behavior o f  the strengthened 
beam. A total of 1 5  RC beam were tested - two were un-strengthened, 1 2  were 
trengthened with MF -FRP system, and one was strengthened with a bonded FRP 
strip. The spec imen were 3 .658  mm long with a cross section of 305 x 305 mm. 
The concrete strength at  2 8  days was 32 .7  MPa. Primary steel reinforcement 
consisted of two No.  25 Grade 420 deformed bars. Two 0. 1 0  Grade 420 
deformed top bars were used as compression steel . Shear reinforcement was 
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c lo ed tirrup of  o. 1 3  Grade 420 defol1ned bar p laced 1 02 mm on center 
through ut the hear pan of the beam and into one-th ird of the moment span. The 
FRP trip had thrce di lTerent moduli ( 1 5 .2 .  26 .3 and 57 GPa) so that the effect of 
the trip modu lus could be tudied as each were labeled as tandard, intermediate 
and h) brid. A l l  strip had the arne cro s- ectional dimensions of 1 02 x 3 . 2  mm 
and ere produced by the pultrus ion proces . The ffect of omitt ing of fasteners 
in the con tant moment pan was studied. 
I t  wa conc luded that FRP trengthening strips attached to reinforced 
con rete beam with P AF were as effective as the tradit iona l method of bonding 
the trip to beams .  Hence with the fastened method, it was possible to achieve a 
fai lure mode simi lar to that seen in a standard reinforced concrete b am. Final ly, 
the t ime differential of 30 minutes to complete the mechan ical fastening method 
ver us 4 hour for the bonded method promoted encouragement for further 
research towards enhancing the M F  -FRP method even more. 
Rizzo et a t .  ( 2005a ) presented a crit ical analysis of the parameters 
affecting the performance of the connection of concrete-fastener-FRP laminate to 
demon trate how a des igner can rational ly choose the type of connection -
depending on the re traints posted by the condition of the concrete substrate and 
the final purpose of the strengthening design. It was found that if the end distance 
in the longitudinal d irection is properly chosen, the bearing stress at fai l ure of the 
MF-FRP laminate can be assumed to be constant regardless of the s ize of the 
fastener and the distance between the hole center and the free edge in the d irect ion 
normal to the app l ied load. 
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With the importance given to th bearing strength. the other parameters 
that characterized the connection should be given an attention. such as the: 
diameter, length and trength of the fa teners: c lamping force. the presence ar:d 
type of wa her: pre ence and type of fi l ler in the gaps between the F RP materiaL 
the fa tener and fa tener a c ories and the concrete. Al 0,  the fastening 
procedure ( i . e . powder-actuated sy tern; wedge bolt ystem and wedge anchor 
y tem ) were al 0 accentuated, s ince palticular attention must be rendered to 
minimize the damage to th concrete as cau ed b the v ibrations of the dri l l  when 
insta l l ing FRPs. To examine the fai lure modes and the behavior of the connection 
between the F RP laminate and concrete member, Rizzo et a1 .  (2005 )  forwarded 
orne l aboratory test evaluat ions peltaining to single-bolted shear tests and cited a 
few practical fie ld appl ications in relation to the P AF system which was found 
very efficient for low compressi e strength concrete, but for concrete with 
compressive strengths higher than 1 7 .2  M Pa, this fastening method resu lted 111 
corrcret spa l l ing and cratering ''''hich were not considered acceptable .  
The PAF-FRP system was found to be more ideal for t ime crit ical projects 
being more rapid. Al o .  it a l lows the complete exploitation of the FRP 
strengthening right after its app l ication because the load transfer mechanism rel ies 
just on the mechanical  anchoring of the pins .  The measures suggested to improve 
the system performance included: prevent major concrete damages tarting at the 
dri l l ing stages : use gap fi l lers to improve the performance of the cormection in 
terms of strength and st iffness: and, use fasteners with a diameter of 9 . 5 25 mm 
because they appeared to  be suitable for a wide range of  concrete strength and 
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they al lowed the reaching of th p eudo-duct i le  bearing fai lure in the MF-FRP 
laminate ide. 
Lo pez ct a l .  ( 2005) reponed data on r tro fitting an RC bridge u mg 
compo ite . The repOli pertained to the techn logy of composite strengthening of 
bridge tructmes using 1\\"0 in tal l ation technique : ( 1 )  manual lay-up carbon FRP 
laminat , and (_ )  mechanical ly-fastened hybrid glass/carbon F RP laminates. The 
objcctiv \vas to increase the flexural capac ity of  the structure with the MF-FRP 
y t m ,  after the advantage ( fast and easy) had outweighed the disadvantage of 
' the damage cau ed to the concrete substrate '  since the fasteners were shot into 
the e lement. 
The total bridge length was 6.4 m. the bridge deck was 1 78 mm thick and 
7.3 m wid . The concrete compressi e strength \ a 27 .6  MPa. The ste I yield 
trength was 276 M Pa. The teel reinforcement composed of two grids - 1 9  mm 
and 25 mm diameter rebar in the top and bottom of  the deck, respectively .  The 
MF-FRP laminates system consisted of pre-cured FRP strips with h igh traverse 
bearing strength attached to the concrete smface using wedge anchors . The 
laminate used wa g lass and carbon pultruded strip with a thickness of 3 . 1 75 mm 
and width of 1 0 1 .6 rnm .  
After hav ing completed the instal lation of external reinforcement, some 
post instal l ation analyses were made. Load rating was performed to obtain the 
safe load carrying capacity of  the bridge after strengthening. Fie ld val idat ion was 
made to val idate the behavior of the bridge prior to and after the strengthening. 
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n FEM analy i model \Va developed in order to interpret the experimental data 
and e tabl i  h cOlTelat ion . It wa concluded that the FEM analy i was in good 
agreement \\ ith the experimental data. lending ubstantive support over t t 
rc ult howing that the strengthening ystem increa ed the flexural capac itie of 
the bridge. 
Rizzo et a 1 .  (2005b )  conducted a study on the appl ication of MF -FRP 
compo ites to strengthen three rural bridges identi fied with flexural deftc iencies. 
The base for measuring efficiency were tran lated in terms of structural 
performance . co t l abor and t ime savmg. Resin as gap- fi l ler between the 
concrete, the strip and the fa tener was introduced. Starting from the shortest, the 
total length of the bridges were: 7874 mm, 7925 mm and 9754 mm; and the 
widths of the decks \ ere : 6325 mm:  6680 mm, 6756 mm , respectivel . 
The strengthening material used was a g lass/carbon hybrid pultruded strip 
embedded in a v inyl e ter res in with thickne of 3 . 1 75 mm and width of 1 0 1 .6 
mm . The fastening system consisted of 9 . 525 mm diameter concrete wedge 
anchors with a total length o f  5 7  mm. Fie ld a l idation and FEM analysis were 
made to val idate the behav ior of  the bridge before and after strengthening. With 
the use of L inear Variable D i fferentia l  Transducers ( L  VDTs). d isplacements in 
the longitudinal and transverse directions were measured. 
Based on their analyses, Rizzo et a l .  (2005 ) have concluded that, MF-FRP 
was feasible and a convenient so lution ( i .e .  rapid and economical)  for the flexural 
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trcngthening [ bridge de k and girder . It was ugge ted that future inspection 
and load te ting hould be made in order to quant ify the effects of cono ion . 
E kcncl ct a t .  2006 conducted an experimenta l investigat ion on seven RC 
b am (254 x 1 65 ' :WOO mm). Two beams were u cd a a contro l .  tlu'ee beams 
were tr ngthened with external l) -bonded composite fabrics, and two beams were 
tr ngth ned \\ ith a pre-cured compo ite strip . G lass fiber anchor spikes were 
u ed with the external l ,  -bonded composite fabrics, and mechanical fasteners were 
u ed in one of  the beam trengthened with the pre-cured composite strip. 
Re earch re u Its indicated that the u e of anchor spikes in the external ly-bonded 
compo ite y tern increa ed the ult imate strength. The use of anchor spikes 
resu lted in about 40% increase in strength relat ive to a s imi lar strengthened beam 
without anchor pikes. Mechanical fasteners can be used as an alternative to 
epoxy bonded pre-cured laminate system .  Composite strengthening increased 
fat igue l i fe by increasing sti ffness and reducing crack propagation. The beam 
trengthened with fa tened-unbonded composites showed more ducti l e  behav ior 
a to the beams with external ly-bonded composite system. 
Tan and Saha ( 2007) investigated the behavior of  RC beam strengthened 
with MF-FRP system under cyc l ic  loads to look into the effect iveness of the 
system and the effect of load range on deflection as wel l  as the cracking 
characteristics of  the trengthened beams. A total of eight beams were tested with 
a cross sect ion dimension of 1 00 X 1 25 mm and a total length of 2000 mm . Two 
o. 1 0  bars were used for tens i le  reinforcement and two No. 6 bars were used as 
compre s ive reinforcement. o .  6 stinups were p laced at a spacing of 75 mm 
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throughout the entir I ngth of the beam . Of the eight beams, l \  a \ ere 
un trcngthcned to detcnn ine it inherent ult imate fle ural strength and to compare 
the en iceabi l i ty behav ior \\" ith the strengthened beam whcn ubjected to cyc l ic 
loading. The oth r ix beam weI' trengthcned with pultruded FRP strips u ing 
PAF and anchor . A single FRP strip wa appl ied to five beam and a doub le FRP 
trip were appl ied to the sixth beam . The measured ult imate trength of the FRP 
trip was 844 MPa; the open-hole trength wa 340 M Pa; the bearing strength 
\\"a 234 M Pa, and the elast ic modulus was 6 1 . 3 OPa. 
uPPOlied with a pan of 1 800 mm, the loads were appl ied at two points 
apart with a distance of 200 111m .  The contro l beams were statica l ly loaded to 
fai l ure . For beams trengthened with a s ingle FRP strip, the deflections were 
found to be larger for larger load range , e pecia l ly for beams which fai led during 
cycl ic  loading due to progre sive pul lout of fasteners. In genera l .  the beams 
hawed a steep reduction in st iffness in the init ial 1 00 cycl es but after which, the 
reduction sub ided. I t  \ as observed that deteriorat ion in the anchorage bond 
between the concrete and teel fasteners due to cyc l ic loading m ight be 
respon ible for st i ffnes degradation in some FRP-strengthened beams.  I t  was also 
found that load range had a d irect impact on FRP strain. Meaning, the larger the 
load range, the higher was the FRP strain .  On the a pect of crack width, macro 
cracks were noticed during the strengthening operat ion of the beams which had 
propensity to cause cracks to become wider during the cycl ic loading. 
Based on the test results, the conclusions drawn were : RC beams with a 
larger load range showed larger deflections and crack widths; the st iffnes of the 
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tr ngth ned beam " a  found to degrade quickly under cycl ic loading; and 
further re earch hould focu on l imit ing the cracking of beams during 
strengthening to as. ure bett r bond anchorage between mechanical [a teners and 
concrete und r cycl ic loading. 
Ban k and  A ro ra ( 2007) pre ented an analytical model developed to 
pr dict the ult imate trength of RC members strengthened with the MF-FRP 
ystem. The jiamework wa based on parameters such as strain compat ibi l i ty, 
equi l ibrium and constitutive r lation of the materials .  Typical assumptions made 
in rout ine RC analysis were adopted in this model .  
To verify the rel iab i l ity of the modeL four beams ( one control and three 
trengthened) of 7 . 32  m long with a cross-section of 508  x 508 mm were tested. 
The concrete strength was 42 M Pa. The beams were reinforced with three o. 22 
Grade 420 main bars and o .  1 3  Grade 420 c losed stinups at 200 mm spacing 
a long the ful l  length s ize of the beam. A lso, two No. 1 3  top bars were used. Of the 
three trengthened beams tested. two were strengthened with two FRP strips 
fastened using zinc plated (galvanized) hardened steel fasteners. The remaining 
strengthened beam was fastened using three F RP strips. In addition, either carbon 
or sta in less steel end anchors were used at the strip ends. The pultruded FRP 
strips used \-"ere 1 02 mm wide and 3 .2 mm thick. 
Test results showed that the u lt imate fai lure mode, in al l  of  the tested 
beams was concrete crushing after yie lding of the tens i le  beams. The strengthened 
beams demonstrated this fai lure mode at a significant ly higher load than the 
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control beam . On the other hand, the detachment of the MF-FRP tr ngthening 
y tem in the trengthened beam occun-ed long a fter the concrete compres ion 
fai lure at large displacement . The re earcher also presented an analytical model 
for prediction th flexural capac ity of the beams strengthened with the MF-FRP 
Bank and Arora (1007) hence concluded that consequential to the design 
of the analytical modeL a l l  beams were predicted to fai l  due to concrete 
compres ion 'with sustained bearing in  the F RP strips. Moreover, the analytical 
prediction compared wel l  with the experimental results .  The model was able to 
predict the unique fai lure modes, in particular. the pseudo-plastic behavior of the 
FRP strip when it fai l ed in a progressi e fashion in sustained bearing. It was 
r commended to u e FRP trips with a high longitudinal bearing strength and a 
high open-hole tens i le  trength in  order to apply the P AF system and expansion 
anchors more effectively. Hence, when appropriately designed, the MF-FRP 
method can reach strengthen ing levels comparable to that of the EB -FRP system 
and yield a ducti le  re ponse with the F RP strip remain ing attached after concrete 
compression fai lure for very large displacements .  
Lee et a l. ( 2007)  conducted an investigat ion to detem1 ine the effects of 
imultaneous env ironmental exposure and sustained load on RC beams with 
mechanica l ly fastened F RP strips . To examine degradation due to environmental 
effects and sustained load, 1 0  MF -FRP strengthened beams with a cross sect ion of 
200 x 1 50 mm and a length of 1 520 mm ( 1 3 70 mm between suppOlis) were tested 
under 4-point flexural loading. Two o. 1 2  bars and two No. 1 0 bars were used 
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[or thl; tcn ion and compression ar a in th beams, respectively. The number of 
fa tener to be u ed \Va based on the recomm ndations of  Lamanna et. al ( 200 1 ). 
The concrct trength wa 34 . 5  MPa. 
Main conclusions o[ thi tudy are summarized hereafter; 
• Th� u c of anchor near the ends of  the FRP strip signi ficantl) enhanced the 
duct i l ity fai lure of the MF-FRP beams;  
• Longer fasteners increa ed the flexural strengthening e ffect; 
• Fai lure of the strengthened beams wa largely governed by concrete 
ru hing during gradual FRP delaminat ion ; 
• The beams strengthened \ ith MF-FRP system demonstrated progressive, 
ducti le, F RP delamination under flexural loads: 
• Flexural te t did not show any significant degradation as a result of 
sustained load or en ironmental effects over a period 0 [ six months; 
EI M aaddawy a n d  Sou d ki ( 2008)  examined the potential use of 
mechanical ly-anchored unbonded FRP ( MA-UFRP)  system for upgrading RC 
s labs deficient in flexural strength .  o surface preparation and adhesi e 
appl ication or ski l led labor were required to apply the system. A total of s ix s labs 
of 1 800 mm long, 500 mm wide and 1 00 mm deep were used. One s lab acted as a 
contro l .  Two s labs were strengthened with EB-FRP with and without end 
anchorage. Three s labs were strengthened with MA-UFRP with different 
anchorage locations. The s labs were individua l ly reinforced at tension side by 
three No.  1 0  deformed steel bars with a concrete c lear cover of 20 mm , 
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corre ponding to a teel reinforcement rat io of about 0 .8%. The compre ive 
trength of concrete wa 28 MPa. The teel reinforcement a Grade 400 with 
nominal yield and ult imate strengths of 440 and 600 MPa, re pectively. The FRP 
trip wa carbon fib r reinfor ed polymer (CFRP)  with a width of 50  mm and a 
thickne of 1 .2 mm. The CFRP manufacturer' s data sheet indicated an e lastic ity 
modulu of 1 55 GPa and a rapture tensi le trength of 3 1  00 M Pa with an ult imate 
e longation of l .9%. The CFRP bonded to the tension face of the s lab, 
corre ponded to a CFRP reinforcement rat io  of about 0 . 1 2%. The test ariables 
included the strengthening sy tern. condition of CFRP and number of anchors. 
The anchor y tern consi sted of a steel p late of 1 00 x 1 30 x 1 0  mm having four 
hole of 1 5  mm diameter as shown in Figure 2 . 1 .  Al l  s labs were tested under four-
point bending with an effective span of 1 500 mm and a shear span of 500 mm . 
1 0  mm thick steel plate with 4 
holes, 1 5  mm diameter each 
Bonom view 
M 1 2  bolts inserted into holes 
pre-drilled through the slab 
Top view 
Figure 2 . 1 :  Anchorage System Detai l s  (E I  Maaddawy and Soudki 2008) 
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fe t ob ervation indicated that the contro l lab exhibited a conventional 
duct i le fle "ural mode of fai lure in which the s lab fai led by yielding of steel 
reinforcement fo I! 0\\ cd by cm hing of concrete. For pecimens strengthened with 
EB-FRP, the pre ence of nd-anchorage pre\,ented debonding of the CFRP trip 
and h nce. the s lab d "e loped its fu l l  flexural capacity . A l l  lab strengthened 
with MA-UFRP fai led by crush ing of concrete which was preceded by yielding of 
teel reinforcement and xce ive CFRP end l ip .  
E I  Maadda\\ .' and oudki (2008 )  concluded that the MA-UFRP 
trengthening ystem was effective in increasing the s lab trength, although 
comparat ively, the lab strength gain \ as less than that obtained with the use of 
EB-FRP strengthening y tern. Conver ely, the m id-span defl ection at ul t im ate 
load of the lab strengthened with MA-UFRP system was on the average 56% 
higher than the s lab trengthened with EB-F RP without end-anchorage, 5% higher 
than EB-FRP strengthened s lab with end-anchorage and on ly 1 5% lower than that 
of the control beam . F ina l ly, the st i ffness and the yield load of s labs strengthened 
with MA-UFRP system were increased as the number of anchors a long hal f  of the 
s lab span was al 0 increased. 
M a rt in  a n d  L a ma n n a  ( 2008 ) i nvestigated the effect of fastener number, 
spacing and fastener pattern on the behavior of s ix RC beams through the use of 
two specimen groups. RC beams used were 3657 mm long and had a cross section 
of 304 . 8  x 304 .8 mm. The concrete strength was 48 MPa. A l l  the reinforcing steel 
was a standard Grade 420.  Longitudinal beam reinforcement consisted of two o. 
25 bars in the tension zone and two o. 1 0  bars in the compression zone. Shear 
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reinforcement \\ a made of o. 1 3  stirrup placed every 1 0 1 .6 mm in order to 
n ure fai lure of the beam in fle ur . The FRP plate wer a proprietary mix of 
g la and carbon fiber in a \ ' in) Ie t r re in measuring 1 0 1 .6 mm wide and 3 . 1 75 
mm thick, cut to length of 3 ,25 1 mm.  The strength ranged [rom 638 to 8 7 1  MPa 
\\ h i le the modulu ranged from 52,240 to 53 , 53 1 MPa. The concrete screws used 
to attach the FRP trip to the beam were 50.8 mm long and 1 2 .7  mm in diameter. 
Each beam \Va tested in four-point bending over a 3350  mm span with a constant 
mom nt region of 1 070 mm in a se lf-react ing test frame by a single 360 kN MTS 
actuator. 
There were two ene of te ts conducted to determine the effect of the 
\ ariat ions by screw spacmg and the quantity used on the behav ior of the 
trengthening system which was later identified and divided into pre-yield and 
post-yi ld pha e . In generaL test indicated that a good strengthening system wi l l  
exh ib it an increa e i n  duct i l ity and improved capacity in  the post-yie ld phase 
while achiev ing an improvement in sti ffness and capac ity in the pre-yie ld stage. 
The study concluded that MF -F RP system strengthening resulted in 1 0  to 39% 
increase in the flexural capac ity of  RC beam when concrete scre\ s were used in 
the MF-FRP system. Maliin and Lamarma (2008 ) also found that the fastening 
spacing and pattern could ensure both an increase in strength and sti ffness in the 
pre-yield phase as wel l  as suffic iently augment post-yie ld ducti l ity. 
E lsayed et a l .  ( 2009)  invest igated the interfacial behavior benveen MF­
FRP composites and concrete substrates through experimental tests and finite 
element model ing. A total of 23 concrete blocks, 1 50 X 1 5 0 X 400 mm each, 
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were con tructed and tc ted under direct hear. est parameter in luded fa tener 
type, a th fa tener were driven or hammered into the concrete. and the bonding 
y tem. The ncrete compre iv trength was 42 . 1 MPa. The concrete ten i le  
trength wa 3 .5 M Pa.  The trengthening regime consisted of fasten ing FRP 
compo ite to concrete b locks and bonding FRP trips to concrete blocks . Direct 
shear te t for MF-FRP trips with only one fastener and mult iple fasteners were 
performed to inve t igate the behav ior at the FRP-fastener-concrete connections 
and the bonded FRP as w 11 .  The FRP strip dimensions were 650 x 50 x 3 .2 mm 
and the thickness was 3 . 2  mm. Test results indicated that the goveming mode of 
fai lure in the ca e of the shot fasteners ( P  AF) was bearing fai lure associated with 
fa t ner pul lout. In the case of the screwed fasteners, the fai l ure was bearing in 
the FRP trip. Moreover, for the PAF, it was seen that instant cracks were induced 
during the fa tening process. These cracks weakened the urrounding concrete. 
result ing in the eventual  pul lout of the fasteners off the concrete. Furthermore, the 
fin ite element result were consi tent with the experimental data. The 
comparisons between the numerical predictions and the test results showed a er 
good agreement in terms of the ult imate carrying capacit ies ,  fai l ure modes, and 
load-deflection relat ionships. I t  was concluded that: 
• The pul lout of the fasteners off the concrete mode of fai l ure can be 
switched from FRP bearing to FRP rupture by increasing the number of 
fasteners . 
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• The crc\,ved fa ten r was found to be more efficient than the PAF due to 
the uperior fa tener in tal lation. which did not damage either the concrete 
or the FRP trip. 
• The predictive capabi l ity of  the numerical tool can be exploited further for 
a b �tter w1der tanding of the role of  other factor on the performance of 
MF-FRP strengthened concrete members. and thus contribute towards the 
optimization of FRP trengthening configurat ions. 
Lee et a1 .  ( 2009)  examined the flexural behavior of RC beams 
trengthened with MF-FRP strips and evaluated the effectiveness of the MF-FRP 
strengthening method b. est imating the sh ar capacity of  the concrete-FRP joint. 
The . l ip '  ben.veen the FRP and the concrete caused by factors such as bearing 
fai lure and nai l  rotat ion were among the region of interest for this study. A total 
of 1 2  smal l  size M F-FRP beams and two contro l beams were tested under flexural 
loading. The concrete blocks had a cross sectional dimension of 1 30 x l 30 mm 
and a length of  260 mm.  The beam were 200 mm deep, 1 50 mm wide. and 1 500 
mrn long. The depth of concrete cover was 3 8  mm. The 28 day compressive 
strength of the concrete " as at 28 . 8  MPa. Two No. 9 and two No. 1 3  bars , ere 
used as compre sive and tensi le reinforcements, respectively. o .  9 stirrups were 
used as hear reinforcement. The o .  1 3  steel bar had an elast ic  modulus of 1 90 
GPa. The FRP strip used was 1 02 mm wide and 3 . 2  mm thick with an e lastic 
modulu of 68 .3  GPa. To attach the FRP strips, steel fasteners with a l ength of  32 
mrn ",:ere U ed. Anchors with a l ength of 54 mm and d iameter of  6.5 111m were 
instal led at the ends of the strip .  The size of neoprene washers used was 3 mm in 
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thickne . The b am . inc luding the contro l ,  ,\ ere te t d under 4 -point flexural 
load \\ ith a hear pan I ngth of 63 A cm and imler pan of 1 5  cm. 
b crvation and trains mea urements revealed a s l ip and strain 
incompatibi l ity due to fa tener-related phenomena. This , as later taken in the 
anal)' is of i1cxural behavior of the MF-FRP beams. Based on the experimental 
and analyt ical inve tigation , it ,vas concluded that: (a) the u e of anchor near the 
end of the FRP strip proved to be highly e ffective for strengthening as it 
ign i fi antly enhanced the duct i l i ty of the MF-FRP strengthened beams;  (b) the 
experiment were abl to demonstrate progressive s l ipping of the FRP strip under 
increasing fle. ural load. Factor such as rigid body rotation, local ized bearing 
fai lure and fastener deformation tended to in fluence the FRP s l ip ;  ( c )  the force 
canying capacity of the fasteners depended on the loading situation; (d )  test 
re u lts ugge ted that a s l ip  accommodated by nai l  rotation decreased the 
trengthening effectiveness. The researchers \ ere able to develop a method to 
e t imate the nominal moment of the MF-FRP strengthened beams and the 
corre ponding F RP strain using the experimental data . 
Napol i  et a l. ( 2009)  conducted an experimental investigat ion on the 
effects of fastener l ayout and laminate length on strength increase and fai lure 
mode. A total of six RC one-way s lab specimens were tested under four-point 
bending. The s labs were 3658  mm long; with a cross sect ion of  305  x 1 52 mm; a 
c lear span of  3048 mrn and shear span of 1 2 1 9  mm. F lexural reinforcement 
composed of three o. 1 3  Grade 420 steel bars, corresponding to a longitudinal 
reinforcing rat io of  0 .98%. The concrete strength on the test-day was 26 . 7  MPa. 
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The wedge bolt u cd to attach th FRP laminat were 44 .5 mm long and 9 .525 
mm diameter. The te t ariable inc luded : number of FRP laminat s, width. 
thickne and length of the laminate, fastener l ayout and total number of bolt m 
the hear pan . 
Rc u lts of  the beams trengthened with the MF-FRP system were 
compared to tho e of  beam , ith the EB-FRP system. Results from the fai lure 
mode data howed that, the election of the fastener layout was appropriate for 
prev nting detrimental britt le  fai lure of the connection as there was no premature 
hear-out fai l ure in the laminate. Furthemlore. it \ as found that the u lt imate 
fai l ure mode in the members strengthened with the MF -FRP system was 
characterized by crushing of the concrete after yielding of the steel .  For the 
pecimen strengthened with the EB-FRP system, a premature intermediate 
debonding of the FRP laminate was experienced. At increas ing loads, the cracks 
opened and induced high interfacial hear stress caus ing debonding of the FRP 
laminate which propagated oun ards a long the shear pan. 
Based on the test resu lts , apol i  et a l .  (2009) concluded that the flexural 
strength of RC one-way s labs strengthened with the MF-FRP method was 
comparable to that attained with the EB-FRP system. Other comparative and 
contributing factors in the performance of MF-FRP were attributable to the 
spacing of fasteners and length of the FRP lam inate. An appropriate combination 
of the fastener spacing a l lowed an increase in the deformabi l ity o f  the system 
without significant ly affecting the ult imate strength. 
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W u  ct a l .  ( 20 1 1 )  conduct d an experimental tud to develop an Improved 
I Iybrid Bond d FRP ( IHB-FRP) technique with the hypothesis that FRP 
deb nding can be effectively prevented through the enhancement of interfacial 
friction. The anchorage y tern i hown in Figure 2 .2 .  A total of 20 FRP 
tr ngthcned RC beam were te ted under thl' 'e-point bending. The beams were 
div ided into three Serie : A, B and C .  The beam used for Series A and B 
mea ured �300 mm long. 300 ffim wide and 1 50 mm high. For the Series C ,  the 
dimen ions urpas ed both fornler serie by these mea urements :  2960 mm l ong, 
400 mm ",'ide and 200 mm high. The compre sive strength of the concrete was 66 
MPa. A l l  beams 'were indi idual ly reinforced with deformed steel bars in the 
ten ion zone and smooth steel bars in the compression zone. The tension steel 
reinforcement ratio were 0 .482%. 0 . 725% and 0 . 1 24% for series A, B and C,  
respectively. The yield trength of deformed and smooth steel bars were 3 3 5  MPa 
and 235  M Pa. respectively. The FRP strips that were external ly bonded to the 
ubstrate of the beanl for Serie A and B \\'ere 1 900 mm long and 50 mm v ide. 
For eries C .  the FRP l ength was 2530  mm and the width was 50 mm. The test 
variables inc luded: steel reinforcement ratio. number of FRP p l ies and the fastener 
pacmg. 
�--------------/ 
Threaded rod 
'-
Conlrele 
ub lraLe 
'Ul 
/ I nl�rface 
.L� 
Figure 2 .2 :  Anchorage System Detai l s  ( Wu et a1 . 20 1 1 )  
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fe t re ult ho\ ed that the I HB -FRP perfolTI1ed better than the B-FRP 
y tern. With re p ct to fai lure modes. the beams strengthened using the latter 
method fai led du to FRP detachment, re ult ing in the peel ing-off a concrete layer 
mea uring a thickne of  2-4 mm. This ind icated that the interfacial bond strength 
of the EB-FRP wa in uHicient to en ur the ful l  ut i l izat ion even with a two-ply 
FRP trip. Conver ely. the beams strengthened ith the lliB-FRP method fai led 
due to FRP rupture near the mid-span of the beam, but no debonding between the 
FRP and concr te occurred during the whole loading process. The mechanical 
fa tener wa kept in good condit ion unt i l  the beam did [ma l ly fai l  to sustain 
further load. Furth rmor . the u lt imate deflection of the lliB-FRP strengthened 
beam \Va larger than that of the EB-FRP strengthened beam . Wu et a l .  (2009) 
further concluded that FRP debonding can be effect ively prevented with the IHB­
FRP technique a s  developed from this study. For a given number of FRP pl ies and 
fa tener spac ing .  the flexural strength gain decreased with the increase in the steel 
reinforcement rat io .  The researchers proposed to adapt a simpl ified method for 
e t imating the u l t imate bending moment of the IHB-FRP strengthened beam. 
E bead (20 1 1 )  examined the effectivne s of a hybrid technique that 
ut i l ized a combination of external ly bonded (EB )  and mechanical ly fastened ( MF)  
FRP strips for the flexural strengthening of  RC beam . The objectives were to 
address the efficiency of using a combination of mechanical fasteners and epoxy 
for beam strengthening and, to complement prev ious research on the use of hybrid 
EBIMF steel and FRP plates for strengthening. A total of 2 1  beams were 
constructed with an average compressive strength of 3 5  M Pa. Three beams were 
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un- trengthcn d and er ed a ba e referen e/controL while 1 8  had ste 1 
reinforcement of mult iple amounts and d ifferent FRP con figurat ions. t in'ups 
con i ted of 6 mm in diameter steel bar . The pecial hybrid carbon/glas FRP 
trip u ed were characterized by a h igh b aring strength and a high tensi le 
strength \\ ith average modulu of elast ic i ty and tensi l e  trength of  72 .02 GPa and 
1 003 ,4 Pa, rc pcct ively. The fa teners u ed were threaded-type with a shank 
length of 3 7  mm and shank diam ter of  4 .76 mm. 
The beam that had FRP trips app l ied at ful l - length with epoxy bonding 
showed the h ighe t post-cracking st i ffness among all specimens. It was observed 
that strains in the FRP strips were lower than those of steel reinforcement due to 
lip of the FRP. The FRP ' s l ip '  led to an ineffective use of the strengthening 
ystem, causing a relaxat ion effect and lower values of FRP strains. 
The beams trengthened with hybrid EBIMF -FRP system showed more 
britt le  behavior than those strengthened with the MF -FRP .  The duct i l ity of the 
EBIMF-FRP \,,'as concluded in this study as lower than those with the MF-FRP 
system. The specimens with fu l l- l ength FRP. the dominat ing mode of fai lure was 
the flexural type ini t iated at high values of deformations associated with d iagonal 
cracks at the strip end locations. On the oth r hand, the beams strengthened v ith 
part ia l- length FRP exhibited premature detachment due to the insufficient 
development length. Ebead (20 1 1 )  suggested that superior enhancement can be 
achieved with the use of MFIEB system in terms of ult imate load-carrying 
capacity and sti ffness of beams compared to those using only the MF-FRP 
without epoxy strip and fastener bonding. 
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2.3 Re ea rch Obj ect i  e 
Thi rc earch aim at invcst igat ing the effe t of co no ion expo ure on the 
pcrformance of RC beam trcngth ned in flexur \ ith th PAF-FRP ystem. The 
P F ha\'c been hot into the concrcte without pre-dri l l ing. Although the u e of 
predri l l ing hole prior to in tal lation of fa teners \ ould minimize the init ial 
damage and cracking. it would compromise speed of in tal lation. I-rence. it wa 
dec ided t shoot the fa tener without predr i l l ing to take advantage of the rapid 
insta l lat ion property of this strengthening s stem which is of a part icular 
importance wh n immediate use of the tructure is imperat i e. In  addition, the 
inc lu  ion of uch defic iencies in terms of local damage and surface spal l ing 
during in tal lation of the strengthening system would represent a critical situation 
that could be encoun tered in fie ld condit ions. This would provide rea l istic results 
and a l low for a meaningful asse sment of the system perfonnance. 
The main objectives for the cunent research are to : 
• Examine the effect of  d ifferent levels of conosion damage on tructural 
p rfonnance of RC beams trengthened with the PAF-FRP composite 
ystem . 
• Inve t igate the impact o f  varying the width of the FRP strip and fastener 
l ayout on structural performance at different t imes of corrosion exposure. 
• Introduce an analyt ical model that can predict the flexural capacity of 
corrosion-damaged RC beams strengthened with the P AF -FRP system. 
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2.3 . 1 Re earch ign i ficance 
De pite the numerous tudie on the mechanical ly-fa t ned FRP system, 
no data i available in the l i terature on the �y tem perfonnance under corro ive 
em ir nmcntal cond ition . Corro ion cracking and damage of concrete co er 
ould reduce anchorage of [a t ncr and hence compromise the system 
performance. The y tem performance under corrosion exposure should be 
inve t igated before the fastened FRP composite system can be employed routinely 
a a o lution to trengthen RC fle ural components . 
The present research prov ides experimenta l ev idences for performance 
valuation of RC beams tr ngthened with the PAF-FRP composite system at 
d ifferent level of cOlTosion damage. An analyt ical model for prediction of the 
flexural capac ity of corrosion-damaged RC beams strengthened \' ith the PAF­
F RP composite ystem has been introduced. The research outcome is  ant ic ipated 
to help construct ion sectors in the UAE to extend the entice l i fe of existing RC 
tructures and bui lding . Research [mdings are antic ipated to assist in developing 
guidel ine for the appl ication of the mechanical ly-fastened composite system in 
the corrosiYe environment of  the UAE and the Gulf region. 
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C HA PTE R 3 :  E X PE R I M ENTAL PROGRA M 
3. 1 I n t ro d u ct ion 
The effect 0 f corro ion damage on tructural performance of RC beams 
trengthened in flexure with the PAF -FRP composite s stem has been exam ined 
in thi rc carch work . The experimental program of the present work cons isted of 
te t ing a total of twenty one reinforced concrete e RC )  beams strengthened with 
the PAF-FRP composite system. The specimen were subjected to accelerated 
cono lOn expo ur to induce corro ion damage to the internal steel subsequent to 
trengthening. 
Detai ls of the experimental program are presented in this chapter. A 
de criptian of test pecimens. fabrication process, material properties, accelerated 
COITO ion methodology, and F RP trengthening system is provided. Test set-up, 
in trumentat ion and procedure are al 0 presented . 
3.2 Test P rogra m 
The test matrix is shown in Table 3 . 1 .  A total of  twenty-one RC beam 
specimen were constmcted and tested. The specimens were divided into four 
main groups, [A] . [ B ] ,  [C ] ,  and [DJ  accord ing to the t ime of cOITosion exposure. 
Specimens of group [A] were not conoded whereas specimens of  groups [B ] .  [C ] ,  
and [DJ  were subjected to  accelerated conasion for 30 .  60 ,  and 1 00 day , 
respectively. This corresponded to average tens i le steel mas loss s of  6, I I , and 
1 8%, re pectively. Steel mass l osses were mea ured according to the ASTM G 1 -
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99 (200 1 ) . Deta i l  of ru t removal are given in section 3 . 7 . 1 To accelerate the 
corrosion, a alted mix wa u ed along the te t ing span with a h ight of hl3 
( \\ here h i the beam height ) to over the tainle s steel tube bar shov"cn in Figure 
3 . 1 .  Other te t paramet r inc luded the \vidth of the FRP strip, 50 and 1 00 mm; 
fa tener length, 32  and 52  mm; and number of fa tener rows, one and two ro\ S .  
Group l A )  eonsi ted of lX spec Imens that were not corroded. One 
pecllnen wa not strengthened to act as contro l  beam. Two beams were 
trengthened u ing a 50 mm wide F RP strip with 32 and 52 mm long fasteners at 
a s ingle row. Two beam were strengthened u ing a 1 00 mm wide FRP strip 
fa ten d with one row of 32 and 52 mm l ong fastener . One beam was 
str ngthened using a 1 00 mm wide strip with two rows of 32  mm long fasteners. 
Group [B )  and [C )  consisted of six spec imens each. They \ ere subjected 
to 30 and 60 days of accelerated corrosion, respecti e ly which resu lted in average 
tensi l e  steel ma s losses of 6 and 1 1  %, re pectively. One specimen from each 
group was not strengthened. The remaining spec imens of each group were 
strengthened with the same P AF -F RP regime as thos of the spec imens of group 
[A) .  
G roup  [ D ]  
Group [ D] consisted o f  three specimens that were subjected to 1 00 days of 
accelerated corrosion which resulted in average tensi le steel mass loss of 1 8%. 
One specimen was not strengthened. The remaining two beams v ere strengthened 
using a s ingle row of 52 mm long fasteners. One beam was strengthened using 50 
mm wide FRP strip and one beam wa strengthened with 1 00 mm wide FRP strip. 
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Table . 1 :  Te t matrix 
Group Time of Ten ion FRP Fastener o. of Specimen 
corro ion steel mas trip length rows designat ion b 
expo ure 10 a width (mm) 
(day ) (%) (mm) 
[AJ CO-NF 
50 32  1 CO-F5 0-3 2 
1 00 32  1 CO-F I OO-32 
1 00 32  2 CO-F 1 00-3 2-2 
5 0  � 7  ) - 1 CO-F50-52 
1 00 5 2  1 CO-F 1 00-5 2 
[ B J 3 0  6 C 1 -NF 
50 32  1 C I -F50-32 
1 00 32  1 C l -F I 00-32 
1 00 32  2 C 1 -F 1  00-32-2 
50 5 2  1 C I -F50-52 
1 00 5 2  1 C I -F I OO-5 2 
[C] 60 1 1  C2-NF 
50 32  1 C2-F50-32 
1 00 32  1 C2-F I 00-32 
1 00 32  2 C2-F I 00-32-2 
50 5 2  1 C2-FSO-52 
1 00 5 2  1 C2-F 1 00-52 
[ D ]  1 00 1 8  C3 -NF 
SO 52  1 C3-FSO-S2 
1 00 S 2  1 C3-F I OO-52 
a M easured tee l mass l osses i n  corroded stee l coupons accord i ng to the ASTM G l -99 
(200 1 ) . 
hCO. C L C2, and C3 refer to tens ion stee l mass losses of O. 6. 1 1 , and 1 8%, respect ive ly .  
NF refers to no FRP strengthen ing.  F50 and F 1 00 refer to FRP str ip widths of 50  and 1 00 
mm. respect ive ly .  3 2  and 52,  refer to fastener lengths of 3 2  and 5 2  mm. respect ive ly.  2 
refers to two rows of fasteners. 
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3.3 pecimen Deta i l  
chcmatic of a typical te t peclmen howing detail of reinforcement 
and layout of fa ten r i hown in Figure 3 . 1 .  Te t pec imen was 1 400 mm long 
RC beam with a rectangu lar cross cction. The beam cro s section is  1 50 mm 
\\ ide and 2 1 0  mm deep . Th salt d concrete was placed up to h/3 of the section 
depth and the remaining was fi l led \ ith a mix without salt .  The b am were tested 
under four-point bending with an effective span of 1 25 0  mm and a shear span of 
550  mm. The ten i le  and compres i e steel reinforcement consisted of  2 No. 1 2  
and 2 o .  8 defonned steel bars, re pect ively. The tens i le steel reinforcing bars 
had a 90° hook at ach end to prov ide suffic ient anchorage. The shear 
reinforcement consisted of o. 8 defonned steel t irrups spaced at  a spacing of 75 
mm. The beam was over designed for shear to ensure a flexural mode of fai lure 
wi l l  dominate. 
3.4 Specimens Fa b ricat ion 
The cast ing forms were fabricated using 1 8  nml th ick p lywood sheets. The 
tirrups corners ' ere wrapped using e lectric tape to avoid being corroded through 
the accelerated corrosion process but it was not enough to protect them as the 
stinups were also corroded. Steel bars were cut to desired lengths, fabricated and 
then fixed together to fonn the de ired steel cage according to the specimen 
deta i l s  as shown in F igure 3 . 2 .  
Electrical resistance strain  gauges ( S .G . )  were bonded to the tensile and 
compression steel reinforcement in at the mid-span sect ion. Bonding of strain 
gauges fol 1m ed the steps shown in Figure 3 . 3 .  
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F igure 3 , 1 :  Test Specimen Detai ls 
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\ 
(a )  Steel cages (b )  Ca ting forms 
Figure 3 .2 :  Fabrication of steel cages and casting form 
(a) Prepar ing the surface of bond i ng by 
mooth ing and c lean i ng. 
: c )  Bond ing  the gauge to the target area and 
pac ing the wire apart to avoid  touching. 
(e) Protect ing the gauge us ing wax or c lay to 
avoid the damage d ur ing cast i ng. 
(b)  I so late wires of the gauge from being in 
contact with the steel re-bars. 
:d )  Protecti ng the wire using wax tape to avoid 
touch ing during hand l i ng. 
(f) F ix ing the wire by "bridging" it to make 
sure it wi l l  not cut through hand l i ng. 
F igure 3 . 3 :  Bonding the E lectric strain gauges ( S . G )  to steel bars . 
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o en ur that th de ired co ncr te co r was maintained, mortar cement 
block ( i .e .  pacer ) w re conn ected to the steel cages in pecific locations. Figure 
3 .4 how the teel cages in taI led in ide the form prior to ca t ing. 
Fig u re 3.4:  tee l cages i nsta l led i nside the forms 
The unsalted concrete was p laced first at each end of  the fom1 up to a 
height of  h13. The salted m ix was then placed inside the forms up to a height of  
hl3. Final ly.  unsalted concrete was then p laced to fi l l  the remaining depth of  the 
form. The concrete was compacted during cast ing using a hand held vibrator and 
then trowel finished after the complet ion of casting. Al l  specimens were removed 
from the wooden form work after three days and then kept moist using wet burlap 
for seven days. F igure 3 . 5  shows the specimens after being removed from the 
forms. 
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Figure 3 . 5 :  Te t peclmen after removing the forms 
3.5 Material properties 
3.5. 1 Concrete 
The mi that was used in this study to produce nominal concrete grade of 
30 MFa contained ordinary Type I Portland cement. The coar e aggregate was 
natural crushed stone with medium and large sizes 1 0  mm and 1 9  mm 
respectively. The concrete mix proportions for specimens by weight were 
(cement : and : medium aggregate : large aggregate : w/c ; 1 :  1 .3 :  0 .9 :  2 . 1 :  0 .52). 
During casting, concrete cylinder with a diameter of 1 50 mm and a length of 300 
mrn were sampled. The concrete compressive strength at the time of structural 
testing was 32 ± 1 .7 MPa. 
3.5.2 Steel Reinforcement 
The bottom longitudinal steel reinforcement was No. 1 2  deformed bars 
with a measured yield strength of 538  MPa. The shear reinforcement and the top 
longitudinal steel reinforcement were o. 8 deformed bars with a measured yield 
strength of 5 1 2  MPa. 
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3.5.3 F iber  Rei n fo rced Poly mer  ( F R P) 
Pultrudcd FRP strips commercial ly known a AF TRIP )( ( AF TR1 p R 
�008)  were u ed [or flexural "trengthening. Thi type o[ FRP is a hybrid carbon 
and gla fiber composite with vinylester matrix . A typical F RP strip has a 
thickne o[ 3 .2 mm, ela tic modulu of 68 . 3  GPa, and tensi le  strength o[ 848 
MPa ( Lamanna et  a1 .  200 1 ' Lee et  a 1 .  2009) .  Accord ing to the manufacturer data 
heet. a typical FRP trip ha an average tensi le modulus of 62 .2  GPa, tensi le 
trength of  852 MPa. c lamped and undamped bearing strengths of  35 1 and 2 1 4  
M Pa. re pectively. I t  hould be noted that higher bearing strength values of 270 
and 540 MPa were recorded at the on t of bearing damage and bearing fai lure, 
receptively ( Lee et a 1 .  2009) .  Detai ls of mechanical properties o f  materials used in 
trength ning are shown in Table 3 .2 .  
Table 3 . 2  : Mechanical propert ies of FRP used i n  strengthening (SAFSTRIP R 2008) 
Propeliy 
Tens i le trength 
* 
Tensi le Modulus 
• 
Clamped Bearing Strength * 
Unclam ped Bearing Strength· ·  
Open Hole S trength 
• 
* 20 Sample coupons per test senes 
. .  1 7  Sample coupons per lest senes 
I A\ erage \ aJue of test senes 
Average Value I ( MPa) ASTM Test Method 
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852  D-638 
62, 1 90 D-63 8 
3 5 1 D-596 1 
2 1 4  D-596 1 
652  D-5 766 
3.6 S t rengthening Methodology 
The FRP ompo it strip were attached to the beam usmg 4 mm 
diameter galvanized teel fa tener with a length of either 32 or 52 mm. A special 
powder-actuated gun wa u ed to shoot the fasteners into the concrete and FRP 
trip .  It is  important to highl ight that using two rows of  fa teners decreased the 
edge di tance from 75 to 50 mm as shown in Figure 3 . 1 .  The decreased edge 
di tance caused V - haped cracks along the comers of the beams when the 
fa tener were shot into the concrete. S imi lar behavior was reported m the 
l i terature by other researchers ( Lamanna et al  200 1 ;  Lammma et a1. 2004 ) .  
In  ta l lat ion o f  fasteners with the longer length of  52 mm required a higher power 
charge which, in some locations, caused local damage and/or surface spaU ing. 
Stud expansion anchors with a diameter of  1 0  mm were instal led at the ends of 
each FRP trip to provide end anchorage and prevent premature end-detachment 
of the FRP strip. Figures 3 . 6  and 3 . 7  show equipment and materials used in 
trengthening. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3 . 6 :  Equipment and materials used in strengthening: (a )  pultruded pre­
cured composite strips;  (b )  fasteners, washers, gun, and power cartridges 
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Figure 3 . 7 :  F RP trips with bonded washers at location of  fasteners 
3.7  Accelerated Corrosion Process 
The i mpressed current techn ique is  widely used to acce lerate corrosion of steel in 
concrete 0 that corrosion tests can be completed with i n  a reasonable t ime frame (E I  
Maaddawy and Soudki 2003) .  To depassify the tensi le steel reinforcement and 
promote corrosion, 3% NaCL by weight of cement, was added to the concrete mix 
used to cast the bottom half of  the corroded beams .  A constant current of 3 00 rnA 
was impressed on the steel cage using an external power supply. An internal 
stainless steel tube with an external diameter of 6 mm and a wal l thickness of 1 
mm was p laced longitud inally at a distance 80  mm from the bottom face of  the 
beam to act as a cathode during the accelerated corrosion process as shown in 
F igure 3 . 1 .  The tensi le steel bars and the stainless steel tube were extended out of 
the beam to faci l itate making electrical connections for the accelerated corrosion 
process. The tensi le steel bars were connected to the posit ive tenninal of  the 
power supply to act as an anode whi le the sta inless steel tube was connected to 
the negative tenninal to act as a cathode. Water m ist was sprayed over the 
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peclmen to fac i l itate corro I on react ion . Te t peCImen under accel rated 
corro Ion e po ure ar hown in Figure 3 . 8 .  
(a)  Te t pec imens under accelerated 
corro ion. 
(b)  Power supply 
Figure 3 . 8 :  Test spec imens under accelerated corrosion exposure 
3.7. 1 Clea n ing  of corroded steel coupons 
A fter testing the beams to fai lure, coupons of  corroded teel bars were 
extracted from the beams to measure the teel loss at the end of each corrosion 
phase. To remove the corrosion products from the steel there are chemical ,  
mechanical  and electrolytic techniques described in the ASTM Standard G 1 -90 .  
The most suitable method to remove corrosion products from rusted steel bars is 
chemical c leaning. The c leaning procedure goes through d ifferent steps :  
• Immersion of the corroded steel in a chemical solut ion for a specified time 
• Washing the steel bars to get rid o f  the chemicals then drying them. 
• Measuring the weight of the steel bars u ing a ca l ibrated scale. 
• Comparing the weight of the corroded coupons to that of uncorroded coupons . 
This process was repeated many t imes unti l removal of a l l  rust products. 
When repeating the process, care was taken to avoid removing the base metal o f  
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the corroded tee I bar . ix d ifferent chem ical olution were recommended by 
the A TM tandard G 1 -90 to c lean cOlToded teel bar : procedure C .3 . 5 in the 
A TM G 1 -90  tandard wa  u ed  in  thi study b cause; 
• It can be done at the room temperature, 
• It require ine pensive chemical product and: 
• I t  takes hort t ime to be done comparing to the other procedures. 
Th o lution wa made out of 500 mL of concentrated hydrochloric acid 
( Be L )  with 3 . 5  gm of hexamethyl ine tetramine. Reagent water was used to d i lute 
the o lut ion to 1 000 mL then it was used to c lean a group of steel coupons and 
v, as frequently replaced. Stages of chemical c leaning of corroded steel coupons 
are shown in Figure 3 . 9 .  
(c) Clean ing of  the corroded coupons (d)  Coupons after clean ing 
Figure 3 . 9 :  S tages of  chemical c lean ing of  corroded steel coupons 
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3.8 Te t et- u p  a D d  I n  t ru mentat ioD 
peCl l11Cn of al l  group were te ted to fai lure under four-point bending with an 
d� t i,e pan of 1 250 mm and a con tant moment region of 1 5 0 mm as hown 
schematical ly in F igure 3 . 1 0 . The load wa appl ied by means of a hydraulic 
actuator unt i l  fai lure. A spreader beam \Va used to transfer the load to the test 
pecim n through two loading points which 'V ere 1 50 mm apati . The tests \ ere 
condu ted under incrementa l l y  increas ing monotonic  loading.  The deflect ion at mid 
pan \.va monitored u ing a l inear variable d isp lacement transducer (L  VDT).  The 
c mpre iYe train at mid-span were mea ured by using electrical strain gauge 
( . G . )  bonded to the top face of the specimens and to the top compres ion 
reinforcement steel .  A strain gauge wa also bonded to the tensi le steel at the mid-
span ect ion .  The longitudinal F RP strain was measured at three different 
locations as hown in Figure 3 . l .  F igure 3 . 1 1 shows a test in progress. A data 
logger was used to record the readings. 
� hydraJhc Actuator 
-wo Po nt Bene ng -Base P:ate 
'�MQ.. 
.lli2..Q!L ��---------"-'''--------r-71W�_--End Support 
vor 
F igure 3 . 1 0 :  Schematic view of the test setup 
5 1  
Figure 3 . 1 1 :  A test in progress 
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CHAPTE R  4 :  E X PE RIM E NTAL R ESU LTS 
4. 1 I n t roduct ion 
The viab i l ity of  flexural strengthening of  reinforced concrete beam 
. posed to COlTosion using the PAF-FRP ystem was invest igated in this research 
,york . Thi chapter presents the results of th experimental program [or the 
different groups. The cOlTosion damage to the test specimens were observed and 
mea ured. The results include the mode of fai lure; the load capaci ty, duct i l i ty 
index and the longitudinal FRP strain pro fi le .  Special attention wa paid to the 
selected parameters in order to gain a deeper understanding of the cOlTosion effect 
on the trengthening effectivenes . These parameters were the fastener spacing. 
FRP trip width. fastener length and number of fa tener ro\ s .  
4.2 Te t Resu l ts 
4.2 . 1 Co rro ion  Da mage 
The cOlToded specimen exhibited s imi lar v i  ual cOlTosion-rel ated d istress 
in the fonn of extensive rust tains and longitudinal cover cracking paral lel to the 
cOlToded steel reinforcing bars . The cOlTosion crack width was measured at the 
end of each t ime of cOlTosion exposure u ing a hand-held  m icroscope as shO\ n in 
F igure 4 . l .  
5 3  
Figure 4 . 1 : Measuring the crack width for the corroded specimens. 
Corrosion e posure for 30, 60, and 1 00 days re ulted in average corrosion 
crack widths of OA, 0 .6 ,  and 0.9 mm, respectively. The corresponded crack 
pattern for the corroded beams is shown in Figure 4 .2 .  No delaminat ion or 
spa l l ing of concrete co er was observed. After the structural test to fai lure, steel 
coupons were extracted from the corroded bars, and then c leaned of rust 
according to the chemical c leaning procedure of the ASTM G 1 -03 (20 1 1 ) . After 
rust removal, the weight of the corroded coupons was measured then compared to 
that of uncorroded coupons. Average tens i le steel mass l osses of 6, 1 1 , and 1 8% 
were recorded at 30 ,  60 and 1 00 days of  accelerated corrosion exposure 
respectively. 
S ide 
Bottom 
Figure 4 .2 : Typical corrosion crack pattern for the corroded control beams 
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4.2 .2  Fai l u re Mode 
Typical fai lur modes of  test peC lmen are hown in Figures 4 .3  to 4 .7 .  
Fai lure of the un trcngthened beam , both corroded and uncorroded, occurred by 
yielding of ten i le teel fo l lowed b cru hing of concrete in compression zone as 
ho\\'n in Figure 4 . 3 .  The beams strengthened with the PAF-FRP ystem fai led by 
)- ielding of tensi le ieel fol lowed by concrete crushing concurrent \ itb 
progre ive pul l-out of fasteners/pee l ing of concrete cover a shown in Figure 4 .4 .  
The trengthened beams could, however, undergo a signi ficant deformat ion after 
concrete crushing with insigni ficant drop in load. Ult imately. the strengthened 
beams fai led by u tained bearing fai lure of the FRP strip at the end anchors as 
hown in F igure 4.5 accompanied by peel ing of concrete cover from the interior 
of the beam pan. Bearing damage occurred only at the end anchors. No bearing 
damage was observed around the interior fasteners . It is  bel ieved that widening of  
flexural crack in uncorroded beams cau ed rotation and pul l -out of  fasteners 
which d isal lowed bearing damage around the interior fasteners . For the corroded­
strengthened beams. corrosion damage and cracking of concrete cover fac i l itated 
early pul l -out of fastener and peeling of concrete cover without a bearing damage 
around the fa teners as shown in Figure 4 .6 .  The phenomenon of fastener' s 
rotat ion due to widening of  flexural cracks with m inor or no bearing fai l ure of the 
FRP around the interior fasteners was also reported in the l iterature by Lee et al .  
(2009) .  Rupture of the tensi le  steel reinforcement was observed in some of the 
trengthened beams at fai lure as shown in Figure 4 . 7 .  
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Figure 4 . 3 : Crushing of  concrete in compression zone 
Uncorroded-strengthened 
� 
• \' JiJi;' L, ' . � : : -. -. . ..  �-� \ ..  . . ". . .  , .. . , 
Corroded-strengthened 
Figure 4 .4 :  Pu l l -out of fastener and peel i ng of concrete cover 
Uncorroded-strengthened Corroded-strengthened 
Figure 4 . 5 :  Sustained bearing fai lure at end anchors 
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Corroded -strengthened 
Figure 4 .6 :  Rotation and pul l-out of fasteners 
U ncorroded -strengthened Corroded -strengthened 
F igure 4 . 7 :  Rupture of the tens i le steel 
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4.3 t ructu ra l  Re pOD e 
fhe main te t re ult arc sununarizcd in Table 4 .1 . The yield load for ach 
b am \\'a the load at \\ hich the load-deflection relationship for the particular 
beam \Va no longer l inear. Th ult imate (peak) load was the highest load the 
beam could reach .  
Table 4 . 1 :  Test results 
PI PlI -1, Dmax , Jf 
Group peC lmen 
( k?\ ) (kN )  
Jl.J 
(mm)  ( mm )  (mm)  
[ A J  CO-\ F 72 76 4 .9  35  3 5  7 . 1  
CO-F50-32 80 86 4 .9  33  28  5 . 7  
CO-F ! 00-32 85 87  6 .4  33  26  4 . 1 
O-F 1 00-32-2 85 88 5 . 8  47  47  8 . 1 
CO-F50-52 85 94 6 .9 35 35 5 . 1  
CO-F 1 00-52 85 90 4 .7 27 25  5 .3 
[ B] C I -N F  70 75 2.9 25  25  8 .6 
C I -F50-32 80 90 3 . 9  33  2 1  5 .4 
C 1 -F I OO-32 80 87 2.9 27 27 9 .3  
C 1 -F I OO-32-2 80 88 3 . 7  28  2 8  7 .6  
C I -F50- �2  80  90 3 . 7  3 9  27  7 . 3  
C 1 -F I OO-52 70 8 1  3 .4 3 3  33  9 . 7  
[ C] C2-;..,rF 66 7 1  2 . 7  25  25 9 .3  
C2-F50-32 70 80 2 .9  29 29 1 0  
C2-F 1 00-32 75  8 1  3 . 1 40 2 1  6 .8  
C2-F 1 00-32-2 80 84 3 . 1  40 1 2  3 .9 
C2-F50-52 70 76 3 .6 32  23 6.4 
C2-F I OO-52 70 78 3 . 5  3 8  3 1  8 .9  
[ 0] C 3 -N F  60 68 2 . 5  3 3  33  1 3 .2 
C3 -F50-52 65 74 2.2 48 1 2  5 . 5  
C3-F 1 00-52 70 83 3 . 9 43  1 5  3 . 8 
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The load-deflection curve of peClmen o f  group [A ] ,  [ B ] ,  [C ]  and [ D] 
ar depicted in Figures 4 .8  to 4 . 1 1 . The load-deflection curve of the control 
pecimen CO-NF i included in a l l  figure for the purpo e of  comparison . 
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a) Specimens w ith F R P  strip width = 50 mm 
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b) Spec imens with F R P  strip width = 1 00 mm 
Figure 4 . 8  : Load-deflection curves of group [A ]  
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50 
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G roup  [ A ]  
For the uncorroded s p  cimen , the P AF -FRP strengthening system with an 
FRP width f 50  mm and a fa t ner length of 32  mm increa ed the yield and 
ult imate load by 1 1  and 1 " %, re pect ively relative to those of the contro l ­
uncorroded beam CO-NF . For the ame F RP strip ' idth of 50 mm, h igher gains in 
yield and ult imate load of 1 8  and 24%. respect ively , ere recorded when the 
fa tener length was increa ed from 32 to 52 mm. For the same fastener length ,  
doubl ing the width of the F RP strip resulted in a m inor or no add it ional increase 
in flexural capacity.  I ncreasing the number of fasteners ' rows from one to two 
resulted in in ign ificant increase in the flexural trength gain. 
G rou p [ B ] 
Results of specimen C I -NF indicate that minor COlTosion of 6% reduct ion 
in the mass of the tensi le steel reinforcement s l ightly reduced the beam flexural 
capacity but sign ificantly reduced the beam duct i l ity relat i  e to those of the 
control -uncorroded beam CO-NF. The yield and ult imate loads of the corroded­
strengthened specimens were on average 1 1  and 1 6% h igher than those of the 
cOlToded-unstrengthened beam C I -NF, respectively. This indicated that up to this 
Ie el of corro ion. the strengthening system was effect ive. pecimen C I -F l  00-32-
2 w ith two rows of fasteners had same load-deflection response as that of its 
counterpart C I -F I OO-32 with a s ingle row of fasteners . I ncreasing the fastener 
length or FRP strip width did not improve the gain in flexural capaci ty of the 
corroded beams of this group because of the init ial  cracks occurred during 
strength ening. 
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b)  Spec imens with FRP strip width = 1 00 mm 
F igure 4 .9 :  Load-deflection curves o f  group [ B ]  
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G ro u p  [ C J  
Moderate con o lOn damage of  1 1 % ten i l e  teel m a  s 10 reduced the 
) icld and ult imate load by 8 and 7%, re pcct ivel The PAF-FRP strengthening 
y tcm increa ed th yi ld load and ul t imate load of the corroded specimen of 
thi group by about 1 1  and 1 4%, on a erage, relative to tho e of pecimen C2-NF 
r p ctively. Despite corrosion damage and crackin g, the u lt imate loads of the 
corroded- trengthened beam were sti l l  higher than those of  the contro l ­
uncorroded beam CO-NF. Increa ing the  fastener length d id  not result in a further 
l l1crea in the flexural trength gain. Doubling the width of the FRP strip had 
in ign i ficant effect on the gain in flexural capac ity. The flexural capac ity of 
specimen C2-F I OO-3 2-2 \ i th two rows of fasteners was s l ightly higher than that 
of it counterpart C2-F 1 00-32 with a single row of fasteners . 
Group  [ D ]  
The yield and u lt imate loads o f  speCl lnen C3- F \vith the highest 
corrosion Ie el of 1 8% tensi le steel mass loss were 1 7  and 1 1  % lower than those 
of the control spec imen CO- F,  re pectively. The flexural strengths of 
strengthened spec imens C3-F50-52 and C3-F l 00-52 were about 9 and 22% higher 
than that of specimen C3 -NF that was corroded but not strengthened . Despite the 
h igh corrosion damage and cracking, the flexural capacity of the strengthened 
specimen C3-F50-52 was almost the same as that of the control specimen CO-NF. 
The flexural capacity of spec imen C3-F I 00-52 was even higher than that of the 
control specimen CO- F .  
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a) Spec imens with F R P  strip width = 50  mm 
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Figure 4 . 1 0 : Load-deflection curves of group [ C ]  
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F igure 4 . 1 1 : Load-deflection curves of specimens of  group [ D ]  
4.3. 1 Load capacity 
F or the uncorroded specimens, the P AF -F RP strengthening system with a 
F RP of  5 0  mm width and a fastener length of  5 2  mm increased the yield and 
ult imate loads by 1 8  and 24%, respectively. The gain in yield and ult imate loads 
decreased with increased level of  corrosion. For the same F RP strip width of  5 0  
mm and a fastener length of  5 2  mm the gain i n  yield load wa only 1 4, 6 ,  and 8%; 
whi l e  the gain in the flexural capacity was 20. 7, and 9% at corrosion levels of  6, 
1 1 , and 1 8% tensi le steel mass loss, respect ively. 
The reduced gain in the yield and ult imate loads in corroded specimens 
can be ascribed to damage and cracking of concrete cover caused by corrosion 
which reduced anchorage of  fasteners into the concrete and thus compromised the 
effectiveness of the PAF-FRP strengthen ing system . Reducing the fastener length 
from 5 2  to 3 2  mm reduced the flexural strength gain of the uncorroded spec imens. 
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For th� orro ion-damaged pe imen , reduc ing the fa tcner length did not re ult 
in a further redu ti n in the lle:-.ural trength gain. It eem l ikel) that the 
fn ·ten�r' in c rrodcd pecimen were 100 c to ho\\ an (;; ffect for the fa tener 
length. 
t higher le"el of OlTO Ion and due to damag and cracking, the 
fa tener arc anti ipated to fUI1her 10  e their anchorage with the concrete which 
\\ ould promote early pul l -out of fa tener , peeling of  concrete co\' r and F RP ,  and 
hence incn.::a ing the fa tener length \\ ould not result in an additional flexural 
t1' ngth gain. 
For both corroded and uncorroded peCImens with a ingle ro'\ of 
fa tener . doubl ing the \\  idth of the F RP t r ip re ulted in minor or no additional 
flexura l  trength gain. Thi confirm previou finding reported in the l iterature 
b) Lamanna (200 1 ). that the u c of a ingle row of  fa tener for a FRP trip width 
of 1 00 mm \Va not ufficient to hold the FRP trip firmly and tran fer the load 
ffcctively to th concrete b cau e of the sh ar l ag effect. Increasing the number 
of fa tener ro\\" from one to two row in ign ificantly increased the flexural 
trength gain .  Thi i becau e of the ini t ia l  crack and damage occurred during 
in tal l at ion of fa tener that compromised anchorage of fa t ner and hence the 
contribution of the FRP to the beam flexural capacity. 
I t  should be noted that de pite corro ion damage and cracking, the flexural 
capacit} of all trengthened pecimens. but C3-FSO-S2 .  were high r than that of 
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the ontrol uneor-roded peCl ll1Cn '0- F. rh flexural capa it) of peCl ll1Cn 
1· - 0- -2  \\a almo t all1e a that of the contro l  uneorroded pc Imen. 
�.3.2 Duct i l ity i ndex 
, 
rhe beam defl ection capacit) , LlIl1C1\' i defined a the maximum deflection 
attained b) the beam prior to fai lure. Large defledion before fai lure would 
prO\ ide ample \\ aming f trllctural di tre . The beam duct i l ity i the capac ity of 
the beam to u tain large defonnation before fai lur without a ignificant drop in 
load capacit) . The beam dll t i l i ty index i typical ly defined a the rat io of the 
beam deflection at ult imate load to the deflection at yield load ( Mukhopadh) aya 
et a! .  1 99 8 ) . For ome of the trengthened pe imen , the ult imate load \\'a 
attained at a d �t1ect ion much lower than the beam d flection capacity . The 
re i dual load capa i tl' of the e beam and the corre ponding d flect ion capacity 
were, howc\ er, t i l l  con iderab le. On the ba i of thi ob ervation, the duct i l i ty 
i ndex of thc beam of th pre ent tudy,u 1 i defined as:  
\\ here: 
f..L I = ducti l it) index 
LlJ = mid- pan deflection at u l t im ate load 
Ll\ = mid- pan deflection at the yielding load 
(-+ . 1  ) 
For the beam without a oft  n ing branch. Llr i the mid- pan deflection at 
u l t imate l oad but for the beams with a softening branch, if i th m id- pan 
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deflccti n c rrc ponding t the 9 · ° 0 of the maximum load mea ured at th 
o ftening branch l' the load-dd1 ction cun e.  For a l l  b am , .Jy i the mid- pan 
de fkctiOl1 at thc \ i Id ing load. From '1 able 4 . 1 .  it can be l;en that the duct i l ity . � -
indc'\ of  the uncorroded- trcngthened pecimen wa n average 20% lo\',:er than 
that of the control- uncorroded beam 0-1 F. Th duct i l i ty index of pecimen CO-
F 1 OO-� 2-2 \\ a . howe\ er .  higher than that of the control p cimen.  The average 
ducti l i t) index of the trengthened pecimen at a corro ion le\'cl of 6% ten i le  
'teel ma 10 \Va about 3°/0-3 7% higher than that of the contro l - un orroded 
beam F. For the trengthened beam \\'ith a COtTO ion 1 vel of 1 1  °'0 t n i le  
tee l  ma 10 , the a\'erag duct i l ity index \Va imi lar to that  of the control-
uncolToded beam. At the h ighe t corro ion level of  1 8%. the ducti l i ty index o[ the 
trengthened beam \Va on a\'erage 34% lo\\er than that o[ the contro l un corroded 
beam 0- F .  
4.3.3 L o n g i t u d i n a l  F R P  train P rofile 
The F RP train di tribution along ha lf  of  the  beam pan a t  th peak load 
for pecimen of group [A] , [ B ] ,  [ C ] ,  and [D]  are depi ted in F igures 4 . 1 2  to 
4 . 1 � .  The F RP train under the load point \Va a umed equal to that mea ured at 
the mid- pan ect ion. Th proximi ty of the load point and the mid- pan ection in 
addit ion to the ab ence of [a tener in the con tant moment region ju t ify this 
a umption. Previou result reported in  th l iterature by Lee et al. ( 2009) further 
confirm the val idity of thi a umption.  The distribut ion and magnitude o[ the 
FRP train were dependent on the [a tener length and \vidth of th FRP trip. 
Among the un corroded spec imen of group [ ] ,  pecimen CO- FSO-S2 .  with a 
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FRP trip \\ idth of  5 0  mm and fa t n r I ngth of  52 mm, xhibited the highe t 
RP train at peak load \\ h i le pec imen CO-F 1 00-32, with a FRP trip width of 
1 00 mm and fa ten r length of  32  mm, xhib i t  d the lowe t train .  A higher FRP 
train at  the mid- pan ect ion would r duce the tre in ten i le  teel thu 
increa ing the ) ield and ult imate load of the beam. The FRP train profile of the 
pe imen \\ ith the mai ler RP trip width of 50 mm, e pect C2-F50-52 and C3-
5 0-52 ,  vari d in proport ion to the  appl ied moment. In  a l l  other pecimen with 
the gr at r FRP trip \\ idth of 1 00 mm, the FRP train profi le wa a lmo t uniform 
thr ughout ha lf  of the beam pan indicating a poor bonding condition between the 
FRP tr ip and the concrete. 
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Figure 4 . 1 2 : Longitudinal FRP train profi le  at peak load for group [A]  
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Figure 4 . 1 5 : Longitudinal FRP strain profile at peak load for group [ D ]  
The in it ia l  cracks and damage occurred during insta l lation of  fasteners in 
the pecimens with two rows of  fasteners due to the reduced edge distance 
compromised anchorage of fasteners, and hence the contribution of the F RP strip 
to the beam flexural capacity .  I ncreasing the edge distance, use of pre-dri l led 
holes. or different types of fasteners would result in better performance. The 
damage caused by the insta l lation of fasteners in the specimens with two rows of  
fasteners is shown in Figure 4 . 1 6 . 
, r -
. 
Figure 4 . 1 6 : Init ial cracks occurred during the instal lation of fasteners 
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4.3.4 E ffect of Co rro ion on Longitud inal  F R P  Strain Pro file and Fastener 
Loads 
Th effect o f  orrOSlon on the longitud inal FRP strain profi le in the 
pecimen with a FRP strip width of 50 mm is  shown in Figure 4 . 1 7 . The FRP 
train profi le �a sign ificantly affected by level of  carro ion damage and 
crack ing. For the pecimen with no and minor corrosion of  6% tensi le steel mass 
10 , the FRP strain profile fol lowed the same shape as that of  the bending 
moment. At the moderate and high levels of corrosion of 1 1  and 1 8% ten ile steel 
mas los es, respecti ely, the FRP strain profile  was almost uniform indicating 
inab i l ity of the fasteners to transfer the load effectively to the concrete .  The FRP 
train a t  the  mid-span sect ion reduced wi th  increased level of  corrosion damage 
and cracking. 
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Figure 4 . 1 7 : E ffect of  corrosion on longitudinal FRP strain profi le  at peak load 
( specimens with 50 mm wide F RP strip )  
7 1  
The longitudinal FRP train pro ti l  hown in Figure 4 . 1 7  has been u ed to 
determine the load tran ferred per fa t ner in Regions A and B near t to the 
upport and the mid- pan sect ion, re pectively as shown in Figure 4 . 1 8 . 
The average tran felTed load per fa tener in a region between sections i 
and j ,  Pfm·g can be determined a fol lows: 
\\  here: 
G, = FRP train mea ured at a sect ion i nearest to the support 
G; = FRP strain measured at a section } nearest to the mid-span 
Af = cross sectional area of the FRP strip 
Ef = Young 's  modulus of  the FRP 
= number of fasteners in a r g ion between sect ions i and} 
(4 .2 )  
If  the calculated load per fastener, Pfavg, has a negative s ign then it shall 
be taken as zero. In such a case. a complete pul l -out of  fasteners and delamination 
has taken p lace and no forces are transferred to the concrete through the fasteners. 
The effect of corros ion on the load per fastener for the spec imens with a F RP strip 
width of 50 mm is shown in Figure 4 . 1 9 . 
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(Spec imens with a 50 mm wide FRP strip & s ing le-row of fasteners)  
F igure 4 . 1 8 : Location of Region A and B 
From thi figure it can been seen that at zero and minor corrosion of 6% 
ten ile steel mas loss, the load per fastener in Region A was lower than the 
fastener' load in Region B. On the contrary, at the moderate and high levels of 
corro ion of 1 1  and 1 8%, respectively, the fa tener' s load in Region A was higher 
than the fastener ' s  load in Region B. In fact at the highest corrosion level of 1 8%, 
the fa tener' s  load in  Region B nearest to the mid-span was nil indicat ing a 
complete pul l-out/delamination of  fasteners and peeling of concrete cover in this 
region at the peak load.  The variation of the fastener' s load can be ascribed to 
early pul l-out/delam ination of fasteners at certain regions of the concrete soffit 
which was propagated at a later stage into a global delamination and peel ing of 
concrete cover. 
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F igure 4 . 1 9 : Effect of  corrosion on the load per fastener ( specimens with 50  mm 
wide FRP strip )  
Results of  the fastener loads shown in  F igure 4 . 1 9  indicate that at zero and 
6% corrosion, local pul l -out/delamination of fasteners occurred first in Region A 
nearest to the support whereas at 1 1  and 1 8% corrosion, local pul l-
out/delam inat ion of  fasteners occurred first in Region B nearest to the m id-span 
section. From F igure 4 . 1 9, it can also be noted that the average load per fastener 
a long the entire length of both regions decreased with increased corrosion level .  
This further exp lains how corrosion-related damage and cracking of  concrete 
cover reduced anchorage of fasteners into the concrete and hence reduced the 
effecti eness o f  the PAF-FRP system . For the same specimens strengthened with 
a FRP strip width of 50 mm, the load transferred by the end anchor at peak load 
has also been calculated based on the FRP strain data measured by SG( 1 )  located 
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at the v icin i ty of  the FRP trip a hown in F igure 3 . l .  End anchor force of 8 . L 
9. 4. - , and 5 . 1  k that corre ponded to bearing tre e of 252  2 80, 1 4 l .  and 1 60 
M Pa were recorded at 0, 6 .  1 l . and 1 8% corros ion, respecti ely. Th e values of 
bearing tre c are mal ler than or almost equal to the F RP bearing trength at 
the on et of  bearing damage. 270 MPa, reported by Lee et a1 .  (2009) .  This 
indicate that bearing fai lure of  the F RP trip was ini t iated at on et of concrete 
cru h ing (peak load) in the pecimens with zero and minor corrosion of 6% 
wherea it " a ini t iated a fter concrete crushing in the specimens with the 
moderate and high level of corros ion of 1 1  and 1 8%, respect ively. 
4.3.5 S tra i n  P ro fi le  a long  Section  Depth 
Figure 4 .20 depicts the stra in pro fi le a long the depth of the mid-span 
sect ion at the onset of concrete crushing for specimens of group [AJ . Strains in 
ste I reinforcement in spec imens of other groups could not be obtained due to 
malfunction of  strain gages caused by cOlTosion. From F igure 4 .20 ,  it can be seen 
that the stra in in the bonded compressive and tensi le steel reinforcement varied 
l inearly with concrete compressive stra in at the extreme compression fiber. 
Although the F RP strip was located below the tensi le steeL the strain in the FRP 
was Ie s than the strain in the tensi le steel .  The reduced train in the F RP can be 
a cribed to rotation and pul l -out fasteners that reduced their anchorage into the 
concrete, and hence increased s l ip  of the F RP strip .  Incompat ib i l i tyl of strain 
between the P AF -FRP strip and concrete would affect the flexura l capacity and 
hence must be taken i nto consideration during model l ing and analys is .  
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Figure 4.20:  Strain distribution along the mid-span section depth at  peak load for 
the uncorroded beams 
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CHAPTER 5 :  ANALYTICAL INV ESTIGATION 
5 . 1 I n t rod uct ion  
The effe t of corro IOn exposure on the performance of RC beam 
trcngthencd in flexure \ ith the PAF- F RP system was investigated. I n  this 
chapter, an analytical model that can predict the flexural capacity of con-oded RC 
beam trengthened with the PA F-FRP system i introduced . The analyt ical 
model i based on real istic materia ls '  l aw , and takes into considerat ion the effect 
of redu ed area of teel due to con-osion and effect of strain incompatibi l ity 
between the PAF-FRP strip and concrete. Properties of the concrete, steel and 
F RP described in Chapter 3 were used as input data in the analysis .  A comparison 
bet\\' n the model predictions and the experimental results is presented and 
di cus ed. 
5.2 M ateria l  Const i tu t ive Laws 
5 .2 . 1 Concrete 
The assumed stress-strain relationship of concrete in compressIOn 
i i lu  trated in Figure 5 . 1 is described by a parabol ic relationship ( Hognestad et a1. 
1 95 5 :  Co l l ins and Mitche l l  1 987 ) .  The assumed parabol ic stre s-strain 
relationship is given by: 
( 5 . 1  ) 
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2/. t: = --" 
c. E ( 
wher 
/' = The concr t compressive strength ( M Pa), 
( 5 . 2 )  
( 5 . 3 )  
lieo = The concrete strain corresponding to the concrete compres ive strength 
Cc = The concrete strain for a given loading condition, 
f = The concrete tre for a gi en concrete strain ( M Pa).  and 
E, = The Young's modulu of the concrete ( MPa) .  
The AC I tandard 3 1 8-05 relates the Young's modulus of  concrete to the 
quare root of the concrete compressive strength as given in Equation 5 .3 .  The 
concrete train at crushing. CCIi' is taken as 0 .003 . The tensi le stresses in the 
concrete after cracking were neglected . 
I' C 
L-- ---:&:-CU--:&-Cl-' ---1-- & C 
F igure 5 . 1 :  Assumed stress-strain relati onship of concrete 
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5.2 .2  tee I Rei n fo rcement 
The tre -strain rel ation hip of the teel reinforcem nt i ideal ized to be 
l in ar c Ia  t ic-pia ti \\'i1b a post-yield train hardening of 1 % (EI Maaddawy et a1 .  
2005) a hown in Figure 5 .2 .  
Pre - yield loge 
Post - yield stage 
Es =0. 01 E p s 
( 5 .4 )  
F igure 5 .2 :  Ideal ized stress-strain relationship of  steel reinforcement 
where : 
£s = The steel strain for a given load condition, 
Is = The steel tress corresponding to £5' 
1;. = The steel yielding stress, 
CS).' = The steel strain corresponding to the yield stress /y, 
Es = The modulus of  the steel reinforcement before yielding (pre-yield stage), 
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5.2 .2  teel  Rei n fo rcement  
The tn� - train r lat ion hip of  the ste I reinforcement i ideal ized to be 
l inear cia t ic-pIa tic with a post-yield train hardening of 1 % (E l  Maaddawy t a 1 .  
2005 )  a hown in F igure 5 . 2 .  
Pre - yield stage 
POSI - yield stage 
Es =0. 01 E p s 
( 5 .4)  
F igure 5 . 2 :  Ideal ized stress-strain relat ion h ip of steel reinforcement 
where : 
Es = The steel strain for a given load condition, 
Is = The steel stress corresponding to Es, 
J; = The steel yielding stress, 
Gsy = The steel strain corresponding to the yield stress fy, 
Es = The modulus of the steel reinforcement before yielding (pre-yield stage) .  
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Esp = The modulu o[  the teel reinforcement after yielding (po t-yield tage), 
1m = The teel ult imate trength ,  and 
CSII - The teel strain corrl!sponding to the teel ult imate strength [suo  
5.2 .3 Fib re Rei n fo rced Poly mer  
The tre -strain relation hip of the FRP composite strip is ideal ized to be 
l inear-eJa t ic up to fai lure as shown in F igure 5 . 3 .  
F igure 5 . 3 :  Ideal ized stress-strain relationship of CFRP laminates 
where : 
jj = stress in FRP 
Gf = The CFRP strain for a given load condition, 
Ef = Young s modulus of the FRP 
ffi· = tensi le strength of FRP 
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( 5 . 5 )  
5.3 M ode l  De e lop ment  
5.3. 1 Compat ib i l i ty Req u i rement  
Experimental te  t re  u l t  ind icated that for the speclIDens trengthened 
with PAF -FRP sy tem the strain III the compression and tens i le steel 
reinforcement varied l inearly with concrete compressive strain at the xtreme 
compression fiber, but the strain in the PAF -FRP strip did not. Accordingly, a 
detem1ini t ic train reduction factor, K, has been introduced to account [or the 
reduced train in the F RP caused by rotat ion andlor pul lout of fasteners that 
increased l ip  of FRP .  Strain and stre s distributions along section depth are 
sho\\"n in Figure 5 .4 .  The strain c= at any distance z from the neutral axis of the 
concrete section i given by: 
c 
where : 
K = train reduction factor 
CLII = the strain at the top face of the beam 
(5 .6 )  
c = The depth of the neutral axis measured from the top face of  the beam 
8 l  
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F igure 5 .-+ :  train and stress d i  tributions a long section depth 
The train in the compre sion steel ,  tensi le teeL and FRP strip are then given by: 
c 
c 
where : 
C; = The strain in the compression steel reinforcement, 
Cs = The strain in  the tensi le steel reinforcement, 
Cf = The strain in the longitudinal CFRP laminate. 
(5 . 7) 
( 5 . 8 )  
( 5 . 9 )  
c = The depth of the neutral axis measured from the top face of  the beam, 
d ' = The depth of the compression steel measured from the top face of the 
beam. 
d = Th depth of the ten i l e  steel measured from the top face of the beam. 
h = The height of the concrete cross section. 
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The concrete crushing strain CCl/ wa taken a 0 .003 CAe I 3 1 8-05) .  For 
bonded tecl and FRP reinforcement K = L but for a PAF-FRP trip K < 1 .  The 
fRP train mea ured exp rimenta l l) at the mid-span system at peak load and 
tho e calculated for an a umed fu l ly-bonded FRP trip a long with the 
corre ponding F RP train rcduction factor K are given in Table 5 . 1 .  S ince no 
bearing fai lme occurred around the interior fa teners the FRP strain reduction 
factor was dependent on the fastener length, number of rows, and level of 
corrosion in ten ile steel r in for cement . For the specimens strengthened with a 
1 00 mm wide FRP strip fastened with a single and doub le-row of fasteners the 
FRP train reduction factors were on average 0 . 1 and 0 . 1 5 , respectively. For the 
pecimens v-"ith a FRP strip width of 50 mm, the FRP strain reduction factor 
reduced with increased level of corro ion as shown in Figure 5 . 5 .  Based on a 
l inear r gre ion analysi for the data p lotted in F igure 5 . 5 ,  Equat ion 5 . 1 0  ha 
been developed. The average a lues of the F RP strain reduction factor calculated 
for the beams with a 1 00 mm v ide F RP strip are al 0 given in Equation 5 . 1 0 . It is 
important to po int out that this equat ion is  valid only for FRP strips mechanical l  
fastened by powder-actuated fasteners (P  AF)  shot into the concrete without 
predri l l ing. The use of predri l led holes or other types of fasteners such as threaded 
screws or expansion bolts would improve the contribution of the FRP strip to the 
flexural capacity. In such cases, Equation 5 . 1 0  would underestimate the strain and 
stress in the FRP and hence the beam flexural capacity. Further research i s  
certainly needed to  further develop Equation 5 . 1 0  for d ifferent concrete strengths, 
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t ion geometrie fastener pac ing, and edge distance when P AF are u ed to 
attach FRP to concr te without pr dri l l ing. 
0 .35  - 0 . 0 1 7m, 
0 .26 - 0.002117, 
K =  
0 . 1 0 
where : 
H',  = 50 mm & lj = 52 177m 
Wf = 50 mm & lj = 32 mm 
lI', = 1 00 m 1?1 & ingle ro)l' 
W; = 1 00 mm & double row 
1j = the length of  the used fastener 
.tj = the width of the used F RP strip 
m, = percentage tee I rna loss in tensi le steel 
( 5 . 1 0) 
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Figure 5 . 5 :  FRP strain reduction factor versus tensi le steel mass loss 
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5.3.2 Eq u i l i br iu m Req u i rement  
Equi l ibrium conditi ns are impo ed in  term of axial force and bending 
moment. In order to ca1cu lat the ompre ion force in concrete, the cro -section 
i d i  cret iz d into fin ite layer . The compres ion force in concrete is  calculated by 
numerical integrat ion of  for es in each layer. Th steel reinforcing bar and FRP 
tr ip are represented by di  crete element . 
11 
Li, A, + L As,f, + L A, ff = 0 
n 
Lf, A,d" LA"f,dl/ + L A, fj d, = Mil 
where : 
AI = area of  concrete layer i 
ASI = cross sectional area of steel bar i 
Ai = cross sect ional area of the FRP strip 
( 5 . 1 I )  
( 5 . 1 2 ) 
dj = distance between p last i c  centro id  of concrete section and center of the 
FRP strip 
del = distance between p last ic centroid of  concrete section and centroid  of  
concrete layer i 
dSI = distance between p lasti c  centroid of  the concrete section and center of  
steel bar i 
fr = stress in FRP 
ICI = concrete stress at the center of the layer i 
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Is, = tre in the tee I bar i 
Ai, = nominal moment trength 
I n  the e equat ion , compressive stresses are taken as positive and tensi le 
tre e are tuken a negative. The di tance dci .  ds, or df i taken as positive if the 
COlTe ponding concrete layer, steel bar. or FRP strip, respect ively is located above 
th p lastic entro id of the concrete se tion, othenyise the distance will be taken a 
negat ive as shown in F igure 5 .4 .  For a given strain distribution along the ection 
d pth at the on et of co ncr te crushing, the sect ional forces were integrated 
numerical ly and the flexural load capacity of the beam was predicted using an 
iterati e proces . It should be noted that the detelTll inistic F RP strain reduction 
factor, K ,  v as calculated based on the FRP train data measured at the onset of  
concrete crushing and hence can be  used only for prediction of the flexural load 
capacity. A more comprehensive regression analysis of the FRP strain data at 
various level of  load for each specimen i needed to further develop Equation 
5 . 1 0  and predict the ent ire load-deflection curve .  
5.3.3 Model  P roced u re 
The model procedure used to predict the load calTying capacity can be 
summarized a fol lows: 
• Assume depth of the neutral axis c .  
• Calculate the strain in each layer of  concrete, steel bars, and FRP strip 
using Equation 5 . 6 .  
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• alculatc the tre 1 11 each layer of  concrete, te I bar , and FRP trip 
u ing the material laws. 
• al ulatc th force in concrete. teel and FRP . 
• I terat the as umed neutral aXI depth unt i l  equi l ibrium of forces 
( Equation 5 . 1 1 )  i sat is flcd. 
• Calculate the moment capac ity usmg Equat ion 5 . 1 2 , then the 
cone pond ing load canying capacity.  
5.4 C o m p a rat ive A n a lysis 
All test speCImens were analysed according to the model ' s  procedure. 
ect ion geometry and materials propert ies reported earl ier were used as input data 
in the analy i . A comparison betv,'een the experimental and predicted load 
calTy ing capacities is gi en in Tab le 5 , 1 .  The predicted load capacit ie of the 
un trengthened beams were within 6% error band.  Higher variations bet\veen the 
experimental and predicted load capac ities \ ere recorded for the beams 
trengthened with the PAF-FRP system. The predicted loads of the strengthened 
beams were within 1 4% enor band which can sti l l  be considered an acceptable 
margin of enor. The variat ion between the experimental and predicted load 
capacit ies can be attributed to a variat ion in materials propert ie and/or steel mass 
losses caused by corrosion. G iven the complex ity of the problem, it can be stated 
that the proposed s impl i fied analyt ical model can give reasonable predictions for 
the load canying capacity of  corroded RC b ams strengthened with F RP strips 
mechanical ly-fastened with P AF shot into the concrete without predri l l ing. 
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pCC I lTICn 
CO-:\ F 
0-FSO-32 
CO-F 1 00-32 
O-F 1 00-32-2 
CO-F50- -2  
CO-F 1 00- -2 
C I -?\ F  
C I -F50-32 
C I -F I OO-32 
C I -F 1 00-32-2 
C J -F50-52 
C I -F I OO-52 
C2-"\,F 
C2-F50-32 
C2-F I OO-32 
C2-F I OO-32-2 
C2-F50-52 
C2-F I OO-52 
C3 -0.'" F  
C3-F5 0-52 
C3-F I OO-52 
TabI 5 .  I :  Compari on between experimental and analytical results 
a lcu latcd 
F R P  stra in  
a t  peak for a fu l l )  
load: bonded 
0.,'P condit ion;  
(�£) 0,1w"drd 
�tl:£L 
2 1 1 0  8984 
680 6833 
787  6833  
33 1 4  8984 
803 6833 
2687 9250 
1 049 6996 
I I  1 4  6996 
2335  9250  
295  6996 
1 992 9477 
6 1 6  7 1 34 
1 049 7 1 34 
1 228  9477 
695 7 1 34 
728 9802 
948 7330 
Rat io ( 0, .. J 
K = Ei I handed 
0.23 
0. 1 0  
0. 1 2  
0 .37  
0. 1 2  
0 .29 
0 . 1 5  
0 . 1 6  
0.25 
0 .04 
0 .2 1 
0 .09 
0. 1 5  
0. 1 3  
0 . 1 0  
0 .07 
0 . 1 3  
Experiment 
a l load 
capac ity 
(k. ' )  
76 
86 
87  
88  
94 
90 
75 
90 
87 
88 
90 
8 1  
7 1  
80 
8 1  
84 
76 
78 
68 
74 
83 
Pred icted 
load 
capac it) 
(k�) 
76.2 
97.6 
93 .4 
1 00.2 
1 03 .0 
93 .4 
72.2 
93 .6  
90. 1 
97 .2  
93 .6  
90. 1 
68 .8  
90.3 
87 .4 
94 .7  
84 . 5  
87 .4 
64 
69 . 1 
83 . 7  
" Error (° 0) = 1 00 x (pred icted load-experimental load) / (experimental load) 
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aError in  
pred icted 
load 
capaci ty 
(%) 
0 
- 1 4  
..,..7 
- 1 4  
- 1 0  
-4 
-4 
-4 
-1-4 
- 1 0  
..,..4 
- 1 1 
-3 
- 1 3  
-8 
-1- 1 3  
I 1 
- 1 2  
-6 
-7 
- I  
CHAPTER 6 :  CONCLUSIONS & 
R E COM M E NDATIONS 
6. 1 R e  ea rch u m ma ry and Con c l u sions  
For uncorrodcd RC beams. the PAF-FRP strengthening sy  tern without 
predri l l i ng re ulted in up to 24% incr a e in flexural capacity and 20% average 
reduction in the beam ducti l ity. The strengthening effectiveness decreased v,ith 
increased level of cOll"osion. At the h ighe t corrosion level of 1 8% tensi le  steel 
mass 10 , an average flexural trength gain of 1 5% was recorded but the duct i l i ty 
index \Va on a erage 34% lower than that of the control uncorroded beam. 
De p ite COll"OSIOn damage and cracking of concrete cover, the flexural 
capacity of a l l  corroded beams strengthened with the P AF -FRP system was either 
h igher or alm o  t same as that of the control undamaged beam. Increasing the 
fastener length from 32 to 52 mm increased the gain in flexural capacity of the 
uncorroded beams but had no effect on the flexural strength gain of the cOll"oded 
beams .  Increa ing the width of the FRP strip from 50 to 1 00 mm resulted in minor 
or no additional gain in flexural capacity due to the inab i l ity of a single row of 
fasteners to effectively tran fer the load to the FRP strip with the greater width 
( shear lag effect ) .  The use of two ro\vs of fasteners instead of one ro\ resulted in 
in ign ificant increase in the flexural strength gain due to the reduced edge 
distance that caused init ia l  damage and crack in g  of concrete cover during 
instal lation of fasteners. 
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The r ult presented in this thesi provided in ight into th flexural 
rc pon e of orToded RC beam trengthened with the PAF-FRP y tem.  Further 
research is needed to expand e : isting database and support de elopment of  
tandards and de  ign guide line for perfonnance prediction of RC beam 
tr ngthened with mechanical ly-fastened FRP stem. 
6.2 Reco m mendat ions  fo r Futu re Work 
The fo l lovving are recommendations for future studie in this area: 
• tudy the feasibi l ity of retrofitt ing larg -scale cOrTosion-damaged RC 
beams with mechanical ly-fastened FRP using different fastening systems 
uch a powder-actuated fasteners with predri l led holes, expansion bolts, 
and threaded screws. 
• Examine the performance of mechan ical ly-fastened FRP systems with and 
without end anchors at degrees of corrosion h igher than those of the 
present study. 
• Inve t igate the fat igue performance of cOrToded RC beams strengthened 
with d ifferent mechanical ly-fastened FRP systems.  
• Develop the analytical model proposed in  this research to encompass a 
wider range of fastening methods, fastener types and patterns in large­
scale RC beams. An analyt ical model capable of pred icting the entire l oad­
deflection curves of corroded RC beams strengthened with mechanical ly­
fastened composites wil l  be beneficial to researchers and practicing 
engmeers . 
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• The handful  of data point of the pre ent tudy used to develop a formula 
[or the FRP train reduct ion factor. K ,  need to be expanded to bring the 
analyt ical approach �nto wider u c. 
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